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welcome to

AUSTRALIA’S
CORAL COAST
Begin your journey along 1,100km of breathtaking coastline, where stunning bays,
fascinating wildlife, and rugged landscapes exist in abundance. Discover thousands of
years of history, and visit uninterrupted stretches of white sandy beaches, magnificent
ancient gorges, stunning carpets of colourful wildflowers and untouched coral reefs
teeming with marine life.
Along the Coral Coast, you will find some of the best known and most loved attractions
within Australia – from the Pinnacles, Kalbarri National Park and Shark Bay World Heritage
Area, to Monkey Mia and the mesmerising Ningaloo Reef. The Coral Coast region truly is
an incredible corner of the Earth.

EXPLORE THE COAST ON SOCIAL MEDIA!
Facebook & YouTube | Australias Coral Coast
Instagram | @australiascoralcoast #australiascoralcoast

Cover image: @gypsylovinlight and @bobbybense visit Francois Peron National Park
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Self guided travel itineraries are available
online at australiascoralcoast.com
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Disclaimer The information contained in this holiday
planner has been provided as a guide only. Although
every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy
of the information contained in this publication,
Australia’s Coral Coast does not take responsibility for
any injury, irregularity, loss or damage arising from
the provision of any services, or failure to deliver such
services. Australia’s Coral Coast does not endorse
or provide warranty, either express or implied, as
to the conduct or practice of the advertisers in this
publication. Australia’s Coral Coast does not accept
responsibility for changes or withdrawal of prices,
details or services, which are subject to change.
The map featured is not comprehensive and is for
illustration purposes only.

#australiascoralcoast
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To convert from km to miles multiply by 0.621

Driving times

Distance (kilometres)

200
Cervantes
2hr
220
20
Jurien Bay
2hr 30min
30min
349
149
129
Dongara
3hr 45min 1hr 45min
1hr 15min
415
215
195
66
Geraldton
4hr 30min 2hr 30min
2hr
30min
577
411
387
218
152
Kalbarri
6hr
5hr
3hr 45min 1hr 45min
1hr
838
631
604
473
409
377
8hr 30min 6hr 30min
6hr
5hr
4hr 15min
4hr
905
690
671
540
478
445
9hr
7hr
7hr
5hr 30min 4hr 45min 4hr 30min
1,132
929
900
774
708
667
11hr 30min 9hr 30min
9hr
8hr
7hr
6hr 45min
1,260
1,093
1,068
900
835
802
13hr
11hr
10hr 30min
9hr
8hr 30min
8hr

Perth

325
Carnarvon
3hr
564
240
Coral Bay
5hr 30min 2hr 30min
691
367
150
7hr
3hr 45min 1hr 30min

Denham

Houtman
Abrolhos
Islands

PINK LAKE

COASTAL
CLIFFS

Exmouth

New Norcia

adventure along the
C O R A L C O A ST

GETTING THERE

TRAVEL TIPS & ROAD SAFETY

Air

TAKE BREAKS: The Coral Coast region is

Once you have arrived in Perth, these
aviation partners offer flights to towns
within the Coral Coast region:
• QantasLink flies to Geraldton and
Learmonth (Ningaloo) | qantas.com.au
• Regional Express flies to Monkey Mia and
Carnarvon | rex.com.au
• Virgin Australia Regional flies to Geraldton
| virginaustralia.com.au
Flight schedules change regularly, so be
sure to visit australiascoralcoast.com for
current flight information.

Fly and Drive

Commencing 1 April 2019, Avis Rent a Car
will be offering one-way rentals between
Perth and Exmouth; visitors can then fly
one-way with Qantas.
Book a one-way car hire between 1 April
to 31 October (inclusive) for 2019 and 2020.
Minimum rental period of 7 days apply with
consecutive daily hire and kilometre charges
additional to one-way fee.

Road

Spanning 1055km, the region has well
maintained roads, which make driving an
easy and enjoyable option.
• Hire Cars: From Perth and in all major
towns in the region (Exmouth, Carnarvon
& Geraldton)
• Hire 4WD Camper Trailers: From Perth
• Package Tours: A range of tours are
available that include transport
• Bus: TransWA operates coach services
throughout the south of the region
For more information on getting to the Coral
Coast, visit australiascoralcoast.com or call
the WA Visitor Centre on 1800 812 808.
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home to long stretches of road. Make sure
you stop regularly to take a break from
driving. We recommend sharing the driving
where possible.

KNOW THE LIMITS: Generally, the speed
limit for open roads is 110km per hour, and
50km per hour in towns and built up areas.
However, pay close attention to road signs
along the way.
RESPECT THE RULES: Driving laws and
regulations are uniform throughout WA.
Stick to the left-hand side of the road,
refrain from using mobile devices, ensure
you are always wearing your seatbelt, and
never drive under the influence of alcohol
or drugs.

FUEL & FOOD: Ensure that your vehicle
is in sound condition, and that you have
enough fuel to get to the next service
station. Food and fuel can generally be
found every 100 – 300km along the main
highway, but LPG Autogas is not available
in all areas. Pack a spare tyre and basic first
aid kit, especially if you intend on exploring
off-road areas. Important: If you find
yourself bogged or broken down, stay with
your vehicle. This way, if you call for help,
you will be much easier to locate.
ROAD CLOSURES: Sealed roads are
easily accessible, but be aware that heavy
rainfall can lead to road closures due to
flooding. Unsealed roads are less reliable,
especially during periods of high rainfall.
Updates on road conditions can be found
through Main Roads Western Australia
(mainroads.wa.gov.au) or the local
visitor centre.

ROAD TRAINS: When travelling through
the Coral Coast, you’re bound to come
across road trains or extra-large trucks
spanning around 50m in length. Only
overtake if you can see clearly ahead, and be
cautious that dust and stones can flick up
on unsealed roads.
WATCH OUT FOR WILDLIFE: Make

sure you’re vigilant when driving, as it’s
not uncommon to encounter wildlife such
as kangaroos, or livestock such as cows –
particularly at dawn and dusk. Numerous
cattle stations are unfenced, but if you do
come across a gated road, be sure to leave
the gate as you found it.

STOCK UP: Bring plenty of water and
a first aid kit. Invest in a strong insect
repellent, and protect yourself from
mosquitoes by covering up, especially at
dusk and dawn. A netted hat could prove
useful - these can often be purchased at
fuel stations or visitor centres.
CAMPFIRES: Due to our dry landscapes,
campfires are NOT permitted in any of
our National Parks. The Mid-West Coastal
Nodes DO allow campfires in the locations
of Sandy Cape and Lucky Bay only. Be wary
when lighting campfires, and never leave a
fire unattended.
BUSHFIRES: Bushfires are a risk on the
Coral Coast at any time of the year. If
required, seek further information from
Fire and Emergency Services Authority of
Western Australia (FESA).
CYCLONES: During the summer months,

the Coral Coast can be affected by
cyclones, particularly from December
through to March. Information on
cyclones is issued through local television
and radio stations.

australiascoralcoast.com

WATER SAFETY: Before entering the

water, check if there is any signage
warning visitors of rip tides. Pay attention
particularly at Turquoise Bay, Cape
Range National Park (drift snorkelling),
The Blowholes, Carnarvon (king waves) and
Quobba Station, Carnarvon (king waves).
If you are undertaking any activity by/in the
water, check the local tide charts, available
at visitor centres and service stations.

STAY SUN SMART: Be mindful of your

exposure to the sun, particularly between
8am and 4pm when UV radiation is the
most intense. Be sure to cover your skin
where possible, and apply sun screen
regularly, especially if swimming. Also
remember to drink plenty of water to avoid
dehydration and pack a shade structure.

Stay Safe at the Beach

• When possible, swim between the red and
yellow flags – these mark the safest and
most regularly supervised areas to swim
• Avoid swimming alone, and keep an eye
out for fellow swimmers
• Read and obey any safety signage
• If you are unsure of swimming conditions,
ask for advice from a visitor centre or local
authority
• Never swim whilst under the influence of
alcohol or drugs
• Do not run and jump/dive into the water –
there may be submerged dangers like coral
• Be aware of changing conditions in the
water – particularly currents, tides and rips
• If you get into trouble in the water,
signal for help, try to float, and wait for
assistance – aim to remain calm
• Float with a rip current or undertow –
do not swim against it

#australiascoralcoast

National Park Fees
Visitor fees apply at National Parks in the Coral
Coast region, including Cape Range, Francois
Peron, Kalbarri, Lesueur, and Nambung
(Pinnacles) National Parks. A range of passes
are available from Parks and Wildlife. Day
entry passes are available at park entry points.
‘E-passes’ can be bought online at shop.dbca.
wa.gov.au Park passes are also available at a
range of outlets including Parks and Wildlife
Service offices and selected visitor centres.
Monkey Mia Reserve is not part of the National
Park Pass; a separate fee is charged at entry.

DAY PASS: Entry to one or more parks

on any one day. Fee: $13/vehicle (up to 12
occupants), $7/vehicle for concession card
holders, $7/motorcycle.

HOLIDAY PARK PASS: Unlimited entry

to all parks for up to four weeks. Fee: $46/
vehicle (up to 12 people).

ANNUAL ALL PARKS PASS: Unlimited
access to all parks in WA for one year. Valid
for one vehicle, with up to 12 legally seated
people. Fee: $92 or $58 for concession.
Note: Park passes do not include camping.
Separate fees apply. For more information
visit parks.dpaw.wa.gov.au or contact Parks
and Wildlife on +61 8 9219 9000.

PRE-BOOKING CAMPSITES IN
NATIONAL PARKS

A number of camping sites can be prebooked at parks.dpaw.wa.gov.au/park-stay.
This guarantees a great campsite in a range
of incredible locations.

FLYING DRONES IN NATIONAL PARKS
Check the Parks and Wildlife website
(parks.dpaw.wa.gov.au/know/remotelypiloted-aircraft) before flying drones, as
there are regulations in place to protect
areas of Aboriginal significance, and areas
with protected wildlife and flora.

IMPORTANT
CONTACTS
Emergency Services
Police, ambulance and fire brigade
Phone: 000 (landline) or 112 (mobile)
Royal Automobile Club (RAC)
Emergency breakdown assistance
Phone: 13 11 11
Main Roads
Road conditions and information
about WA roads
Phone: 13 81 38
mainroads.wa.gov.au
Bureau of Meteorology
WA weather and warnings
Phone: +61 8 9263 2222
bom.gov.au/wa
Visit australiascoralcoast.com
for further information.

QUALITY
TOURISM
ACCREDITED
BUSINESS
The Quality Tourism
Accredited Business symbol
identifies tourism businesses
that have achieved accreditation and
are committed to providing excellent
customer service. This is an Australiawide tourism accreditation.
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Tick off your bucket list, knowing
we’ve ticked off our checklist!

We make sure that when you travel, your choice of activities offer
the highest standards of service and professionalism.

So whether you’re choosing tours, activities or accommodation,
look for the tick and you’ll know that we’ve checked them out
before you check in!

CLIMATE
Australia’s Coral Coast enjoys a warm climate year-round.
Covering approximately 1,100km of coastline
from Cervantes to Exmouth, the region enjoys a Mediterranean
climate in the south and a sub-tropical climate in the north. The
best time to visit is between March and October, as wildlife
experiences are the most impressive during this time. However,
there is definitely plenty to see year-round!
The sun can be fierce at times, and sun protection is required
all year. It is not uncommon for the Coral Coast to be affected
by cyclones during the summer period. For more information,
contact the Bureau of Meteorology on 1300 659 210.

Average Seasonal Temperatures (°C)
Dec Feb

Mar May

Cervantes & Jurien Bay

30

26

20

23

Geraldton & Port-Denison

31

28

20

24

Kalbarri

33

29

22

26

Monkey Mia & Denham (Shark Bay)

31

29

23

26

Carnarvon

31

29

23

26

Coral Bay & Exmouth

37

33

25

32
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Jun Aug

Sep Nov

Image courtesy of Tourism WA

We check tourism businesses’ licences, practices, insurances and
systems, and if they meet the standard, they earn the tick.

Looking for the
best in the West?
Book with a business displaying
the Awards logo and you know
you’re choosing the best in the West!
The Western Australian Tourism
Awards are the tourism industry’s
premier awards program, recognising
and rewarding excellence in the
WA Tourism Industry.
To find award winning quality tourism
businesses in Western Australia visit

www.trustthetickwa.com.au
Join the conversation #trustthetick

australiascoralcoast.com
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Let us do
the driving

Kick back, relax and explore WA’s scenic Coral
Coast on one of our luxury road coaches.

We operate five-star road coach services to more than 240 destinations throughout Western Australia, including Geraldton, Kalbarri and Jurien Bay.
All coaches are fully accessible and equipped with on-board entertainment, air conditioning, USB ports and toilet facilities.
Don’t forget, all seniors, WA Pensioner and Health Care Card holders, WA full-time students and children under 16 years of age are entitled to a 50% concession.
Plan your journey by visiting transwa.wa.gov.au
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Enjoy the freedom

Caravan Parks in Australia’s Coral
Coast offer a range of spectacular
destinations and accommodation
options, from camping sites for tents,
powered sites for vans, to fully selfcontained cabins . . . the choice is yours!

Photo: Dongara Tourist Park

#australiascoralcoast

FOR YOUR NEAREST CARAVAN PARK VISIT
www.caravanwa.com.au
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Natural

EVENTS

& activities

BEST TIME TO VISIT
THE PINNACLES Year-round
HUTT LAGOON (PINK LAKE) Year-round from 10am – 2pm
ABROLHOS ISLANDS March – October
KALBARRI INLAND GORGES March – October
DIRK HARTOG ISLAND March – September
NINGALOO REEF March – October
MACKEREL ISLANDS April - September
WILDFLOWERS July – October

Home to magnificent landscapes
and incredible wildlife, many of the
events and activities on Australia’s
Coral Coast occur seasonally.

8
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ACTIVITIES
WILDFLOWERS July – October

Best National Parks Nambung, Lesueur, Coalseam, Cape Range
Best Towns Mullewa, Coorow, Three Springs, Mingenew, Kalbarri, Carnarvon

STARGAZING Year-round

Best Spots Nambung National Park, Lake Thetis, Carnamah, Mullewa

BEACH FISHING Year-round

Best Spots Cervantes, Jurien Bay, Kalbarri, Shark Bay, Carnarvon

DEEP SEA FISHING January – September

Best Spots Abrolhos Islands, Kalbarri, Carnarvon, Coral Bay, Exmouth

EATING ROCK LOBSTER Year-round
Best Spots Cervantes, Geraldton, Kalbarri
SURFING March – October
Best Spots Dongara, Kalbarri, Geraldton, Red Bluff, Gnaraloo
WINDSURFING October – April
Best Spots Leeman, Dongara, Denham, Geraldton, Carnarvon

WILDLIFE
MANTA RAYS Year-round Best Spot Coral Bay
DOLPHINS Year-round Best Spots Kalbarri, Monkey Mia & Ningaloo
AUSTRALIAN SEA LIONS Year-round Best Spots Jurien Bay, Green Head,

Geraldton & Abrolhos Islands

DUGONGS Year-round Best Spots Shark Bay & Ningaloo
WHALE SHARKS March – July Best Spots Coral Bay & Exmouth
HUMPBACK WHALES July – October Best Spots Kalbarri, Dirk Hartog Island,
Ningaloo & Mackerel Islands

ORCAS July – October Best Spots Exmouth
EMUS Year-round Best Spots Denham town, Shark Bay & Exmouth town
KANGAROOS Year-round Best Spots Nambung & Cape Range National Parks
BIRDLIFE Year-round Best Spots Stockyard Gully National Park,
Abrolhos Islands, Kalbarri National Park & Cape Range National Park

PRODUCE SEASON
IN CARNARVON
BANANAS & PAPAYAS Year-round
SEAFOOD Year-round
TOMATOES, CHILLIS, CUCUMBERS,
BUTTERNUT PUMPKINS Year-round
WINTER VEGETABLES

May - August

MELONS October - April
GRAPES November - January
MANGOES & TROPICAL FRUITS

November - March

BLACK FOOTED ROCK WALLABIES Year-round

Best Spots Cape Range National Park & Kalbarri National Park

TURTLE NESTING December - February TURTLE HATCHING January - March

Best Spots Dirk Hartog Island, Ningaloo & Mackerel Islands

#australiascoralcoast
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TOP 10

things to do
relax on

PRISTINE BEACHES
1. TURTLE BAY | Abrolhos Islands
2. HORROCKS BEACH | Horrocks
3. BLUE HOLES | Kalbarri
4. TURQUOISE BAY | Exmouth
5. SHELL BEACH | Shark Bay World Heritage Area
6. DYNAMITE BAY | Green Head
7. URCHIN POINT | Dirk Hartog Island, Shark Bay
8. FIVE FINGERS REEF | Coral Bay
9. SOUTH BEACH | Port Denison
10. SANDY CAPE | Jurien Bay

take on a

4WD ADVENTURE
1. LUCKY BAY | Kalbarri
2. HILL RIVER | Green Head
3. CATTLE WELL | Francois Peron National Park, Shark Bay
4. OYSTER BRIDGE | Coral Bay
5. QUOBBA, RED BLUFF & GNARALOO | Carnarvon
6. BOWES RIVER MOUTH | Horrocks
7. CLIFF HEAD AT ARROWSMITH | Dongara
8. DIRK HARTOG ISLAND | Shark Bay
9. STOCKYARD GULLY | Leeman
10. SHOTHOLE CANYON | Exmouth

10
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encounter

INCREDIBLE CREATURES
1. WHALE SHARK | Exmouth & Coral Bay
2. AUSTRALIAN SEA LION | Cervantes to Geraldton
3. ECHIDNA | Indian Ocean Drive
4. MANTA RAY | Coral Bay
5. HAWKSBILL TURTLE | Shark Bay to Exmouth
6. THORNY DEVIL | Kalbarri to Exmouth
7. SAND GOANNA | Francois Peron National Park & Cape Range National Park
8. WEDGE TAIL EAGLE | Kalbarri to Exmouth
9. BLACK FOOTED ROCK WALLABY | Exmouth & Kalbarri
10. DUGONG | Shark Bay to Exmouth

find the most

#INSTA WORTHY SPOTS
1. PINK LAKE | Port Gregory
2. BUTTERFLY WALL | Geraldton
3. RESIDENT DOLPHINS | Monkey Mia
4. PINNACLES SUNSET | Nambung National Park
5. NATURE’S WINDOW | Kalbarri National Park
6. COASTAL CAVES | Quobba Station
7. WHITE SAND DUNES | Cervantes
8. LEANING TREES | Greenough
9. THE BIG LOBSTER | Dongara
10. WILDFLOWER FIELDS | Coalseam Conservation Park

#australiascoralcoast
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visit MARINE and

NATIONAL PARKS
1. NINGALOO REEF | Carnarvon to Exmouth
2. STROMATOLITES | Shark Bay
3. YARDIE CREEK | Exmouth
4. NATURAL BRIDGE & ISLAND ROCK | Kalbarri
5. THE PINNACLES | Nambung National Park
6. JURIEN BAY MARINE PARK | Jurien Bay
7. ABROLHOS ISLANDS | Geraldton
8. DIRK HARTOG ISLAND | Shark Bay
9. KENNEDY RANGE NATIONAL PARK | Carnarvon
10. MUIRON ISLANDS | Exmouth

venture down

WALKING OR
DRIVE TRAILS
1. YAMATJI DRIVE TRAIL | Greater Geraldton Area
2. MANDU MANDU GORGE | Exmouth
3. TURQUOISE WAY TRAIL | Cervantes to Jurien Bay
4. STREET ART TRAIL | Geraldton
5. THE LOOP HIKE | Kalbarri
6. HERITAGE WALK | Northampton
7. THUNGARRA TRAILS | Dongara-Port Denison
8. MOUNT LESUEUR MESA HIKE | Jurien Bay
9. WANAMALU TRAIL | Shark Bay
10. THREE BAYS WALKWAY | Green Head

12
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en joy

FAMILY FUN
1. SPACE & TECHNOLOGY MUSEUM | Carnarvon
2. NATURE PLAYGROUND | Kalbarri
3. GREENOUGH WILDLIFE PARK | Greenough
4. FEED THE LOCAL PELICANS | Kalbarri
5. EXMOUTH’S WATER SPRAY GARDENS | Exmouth
6. RAINBOW JUNGLE AND MAZE | Kalbarri
7. OCEAN PARK AQUARIUM | Shark Bay
8. FORESHORE PIRATE PLAYGROUND | Denham
9. DRIVE-IN MOVIES | Dongara-Port Denison
10. FORESHORE YOUTH PRECINCT | Geraldton

discover

FANTASTIC STAYS
1. WOORAMEL RIVER RETREAT | Between Shark Bay & Carnarvon
2. SAL SALIS | Exmouth
3. ECO ABROLHOS | Abrolhos Islands
4. OAKABELLA HOMESTEAD | Northampton
5. NINGALOO BED & BREAKFAST | Exmouth
6. CORAL COAST SUNSET DECK | Port Denison
7. WESTERN FLORA CARAVAN PARK | Eneabba
8. BULLARA STATION STAY | Coral Bay
9. DIRK HARTOG ISLAND | Shark Bay
10. SAIL NINGALOO | Coral Bay

#australiascoralcoast
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The Indian Ocean Drive is a scenic
journey spanning from the northern
suburbs of Perth to the outskirts of
Dongara-Port Denison. The Drive passes
the coastal towns of Cervantes, Jurien
Bay, Green Head, Leeman, Port Denison
and Dongara. It is a picturesque yet
relatively short road, making the
destinations an easy weekend away
or the first port of call on your journey
north. Marvel at the Pinnacles Desert
in Cervantes, observe endangered sea
lions in marine parks and explore unique
and rare wildflowers.

BEST TIME TO VISIT: Year-round

14
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TOP TEN
1. EXPLORE the Pinnacles Desert of
Nambung National Park

2. ADVENTURE through the sand dunes by
4WD or sand board

3. TASTE Dongara-Port Denison’s
award-winning rum

4. TOUR through a working rock lobster
factory in Cervantes

5. WANDER the Three Bays Walkway
6. CAMP at secluded eco-campsite,
Milligan Island

7. CATCH a big fish on a charter tour
8. MEET the endangered sea lions of
Jurien Bay

9. WITNESS thousands of wildflowers
within the Lesueur National Park

10. DISCOVER stargazing and

astrophotography hotspots

#australiascoralcoast
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CERVANTES

DISTANCE FROM PERTH: 200km
Known across the globe for the nearby Pinnacles Desert, Cervantes serves as the ideal base to enjoy a range of land and water
based activities. The coastal town is home to beautiful beaches for fishing and swimming, and offers tasty fresh seafood.

Explore the Pinnacles Desert
Located in the heart of the
Nambung National Park, the
Pinnacles Desert is one of Australia’s most
unique landscapes, featuring thousands of
limestone spires which reach up to 12 feet
in height. The Pinnacles are thousands of
years old, and were formed from a complex
combination of shell grit, beach sand, decaying
vegetative matter, rain and wind erosion – in
fact, they continue to form to this day. You
can explore the Desert by car, bicycle or by
foot on either the designated 4km driving
trail or the 1.2km walking trail. Learn more at
the Pinnacles Desert Discovery Centre.

Visit a Working Lobster Factory
The Indian Ocean Rock Lobster
Factory, or Lobster Shack, offers an
insight into the region’s multi-million dollar
lobster industry by taking you on a journey
through a live lobster processing plant, with
audio self-guided tours available in nine
different languages. Pick up some delicious
seafood to take away or enjoy a freshly
cooked seafood meal at the restaurant and
bar. The Lobster Shack also offers Australian
sea lion watching tours and fishing charters
which take passengers through the
Cervantes Islands.

Discover Astrotourism
Escape bright city lights and
experience the wonder of the
stunning Milky Way stars on beautiful country
evenings. Discover peaceful, awe-inspiring
and rare dark night skies where thousands of
years of culture wrap you in billions of stars.
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Head to Hangover Bay &
Kangaroo Point

Learn about Lake Thetis &
Thrombolites

Kangaroo Point and Hangover Bay are
located a short distance from Nambung
National Park and are great spots for
snorkelling, swimming, windsurfing, fishing,
surfing and boating. Picnic facilities include
barbecues, gazebos/shelters and toilets.

Lake Thetis is one of only five
thrombolite, or “living fossil” sites in
WA, located 2km south-east of Cervantes.
It is believed that the lake became isolated
from the sea approximately 4,800 years
ago after sea levels dropped and coastal
dunes formed around the lake. Take a
1.5km walk around the lake, where signage
provides information on the fossils, geology,
flora, fauna and Indigenous culture of the
area. The first 300m of boardwalk, which
passes the best examples of thrombolites,
is universally accessible.

Follow the Cervantes Art Trail
The Art Trail features 23 pieces of art
throughout the town of Cervantes, and
references a range of topics particular
to Cervantes, from its Spanish history, to
its relationship with the ocean. This trail
was lovingly developed by the Cervantes
Historical Society, and features sculptures
and murals constructed from a range of
materials including scrap farm machinery
parts. Collect an Art Trail map from the
information centre.

Admire the Flora & Fauna
The Nambung National Park is a vast
expanse of coastal heathland covering over
17,000 hectares, and is home to a range of
amazing native plants and animals. From
late winter to the end of spring, wildflowers
bloom spectacularly throughout the park,
with species such as wattle, quandong,
yellow tail flower, thick-leaved fan flower,
white clematis, cockies tongues, parrotbush
and banksia species. Visitors will also
delight in viewing wildlife such as western
grey kangaroos, cockatoos, emus, bobtail
skinks and the occasional bird of prey.

Lookouts & Walking Trails
The Hansen Bay Lookout offers a
picturesque view of the ocean, Lake
Thetis and the Cervantes town site, or for
different but equally scenic perspectives,
check out the Thirsty Point and Molah
Hill Lookouts. Located halfway between
Cervantes and Jurien Bay, Molah Hill offers
panoramic views of the Indian Ocean and
Mount Lesueur.

Cervantes Visitor Information
Pinnacles Visitor Centre
Cadiz Street, Cervantes WA 6511
T: 1800 610 660
E: enquiries@visitpinnaclescountry.com.au
www.visitpinnaclescountry.com.au
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JURIEN BAY

DISTANCE FROM PERTH: 220km
A 20 minute drive north of Cervantes, Jurien Bay is rapidly establishing itself a popular short-break destination. Jurien Bay
offers a range of activities from wildflower spotting, to snorkelling the incredible Jurien Bay Marine Park, to skydiving over
pristine white beaches.

Befriend an Endangered
Australian Sea Lion
Among the rarest of the world’s
sea lion species, Australian sea
lions are an endangered species found only
in WA and South Australia. Approximately
21% of the West Australian population of
sea lions live and breed in the Jurien Bay
Marine Park. Observe the sea lions in their
own environment by joining a sea lion
charter tour from Jurien Bay, Cervantes or
Green Head.
Note: Please remember that wild sea lions
are not tame. Do not feed them as it creates
a dependency on humans.

Visit Jurien Bay Marine Park
The Jurien Bay Marine Park is sheltered by
a string of islands and reefs that make the
surrounding ocean perfect for water activities.
Look for informative signs at the main beach
to learn more about the marine species and
bird life in the area. Swimming is safe in the
tranquil inland harbour and beaches, with
the Park also offering excellent conditions
for windsurfing, kitesurfing, recreational
fishing and crabbing.

Paddle Board & Kayak at the Bay
The beautiful turquoise ocean waters
of Jurien Bay are popular with standup paddleboarders and kayakers alike.
Experienced SUPers can venture into the
ocean, whereas the marina at the northern
end of town offers calmer waters.

#australiascoralcoast

Explore Secret Sandy Cape

Skydive the Bay

Whilst not so secret anymore,
Sandy Cape is a beautiful beach
located 13km north of Jurien Bay, which
is situated in a small, sheltered bay and
offers great swimming, snorkelling, fishing
and sandboarding opportunities. Licensed
road vehicles are permitted and can use the
beach between the high and low water line.
Look for signage before fishing, as there are
restrictions in certain places. There are 100
campsites accessible by 2WD in the main
campsite with eco toilets available. Camping
is also permitted in the 4WD only areas north
and south from Sandy Cape. Camp fees from
$20 per night apply in all camping areas.
Note: Dogs are allowed at Sandy Cape, but
need to be on a leash in some areas.

Enjoy Jurien Bay from above! The multi
award-winning Skydive Jurien Bay runs
single, tandem and sports skydiving seven
days a week. Not a diver? You might see
the jumpers land right on the beach.

WWII Remains at North Head
Four-wheel drive to North Head, west
of Sandy Cape Road to find the wellpreserved remains of a WWII radar
installation, with two intact shelters, original
foundations and an underground tank.

Traverse the Turquoise Trail
The Turquoise Way Trail is a 14.2km sealed
track stretching along the coast from the
Jurien Bay Marina to the Hill River Mouth
(almost half-way to Cervantes). Hire a bike
and follow the trail along the stunning coast,
where you can see the Hill River estuary
from the trail. The Turquoise Way is flat
for the northern half, with a few more
undulations in the southern half.

4WD at Hill River
Accessible by 4WD, the
Cervantes to Jurien Bay track
(accessible via the Indian Ocean Drive) is
a 25km trail leading over sand dunes onto
the beach and crossing to Hill River. The
area offers some excellent kayaking and
fishing opportunities along the river or in
the ocean as well as fishing opportunities
at Hill River in either the river or ocean.
Note: The track is only wide enough for one
car, so you may have to reverse for quite a
distance if you meet another vehicle!

Cast a Line at the Marina
The Marina is an ideal fishing location, with
plenty of fishing-friendly facilities including a
boat ramp, fish cleaning facility and floating
pontoon. Enjoy a swim in the protected beach
or take to the walking trails which extend
north and south. Sea lion tours leave from
the Marina. Keep an eye out for rock lobster
fishermen as they return with their daily catch.

Turquoise Coast Visitor Centre
67 Bashford St, Jurien Bay, WA 6516
T: +61 8 9652 0870
E: visitor@dandaragan.wa.gov.au
www.visitturquoisecoast.com.au
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GREEN HEAD

LEEMAN

Green Head’s sandy white beaches, secret islands and stunning reefs make it an
ocean lover’s dream. Situated on a headland, Green Head offers awesome fishing,
SCUBA diving, snorkelling and swimming opportunities, and is home to a resident
population of endangered sea lions. Green Head comes to life with colour when
wildflowers bloom in spring.

Leeman is home to stunning turquoise
waters, sandy white beaches and
scattered islands harbouring diverse
marine life. The picturesque coastline
offers great conditions for activities such
as windsurfing and sailing. Inland of
Leeman is the Stockyard Gully National
Park, which features caves and fantastic
4WD opportunities.

DISTANCE FROM PERTH: 250km

It’s Dynamite
Green Head’s Dynamite Bay was ranked
one of Australia’s best beaches. It makes up
part of the Three Bay Walkway. The Bay is
enclosed by sandbars making the swimming
cove safe for children or novice swimmers.

Three Bays Walkway
This 2.5km fully-sealed walkway
allows visitors to immerse
themselves in the coastal landscape,
experience its natural beauty and learn
about the Aboriginal and European history
of the area. The three bays along this
walkway are the stunning South Bay, the
picturesque and protected Dynamite Bay,
and the calm Anchorage Bay.

Secluded Camping at
Milligan Island
Between the towns of Green Head
and Leeman, Milligan Island is the
only ‘nature-based’ short-term (72 hours
maximum) camping site within the Shire of
Coorow. This eco camping site is nestled
behind a dune amongst natural vegetation
and is ideal for RVs or self-contained
tourists. Only a short walk from the
campsite, a shallow reef lies off the tranquil
beach and is an ideal fishing spot, dotted
with a series of small rocky islands. A small
site fee of $15 per car, per night is payable.
Note: Dogs are allowed at Milligan Island,
but must remain on leash at all times.
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DISTANCE FROM PERTH: 260km

Wildflowers of Lesueur
National Park
Lesueur National Park is teeming
with stunning native flora and
fauna – in fact, within the Park you are
able to find 10% of WA’s total known flora.
The best time to visit is in spring, when
wildflowers are in full bloom, however, the
Park is stunning year-round. Hike to the
summit of Mount Lesueur for a magnificent
view of the park and coastline.
Fact: The Park is home to over 900 species
of wildflowers and over 100 species of birds.

Half Day Hike in the
National Park
Halfway along the Lesueur Scenic Drive at
the foot of the Gairdner Range, a hiking trail
scattered with informative signage leads
through stunning bushland, renowned for
its biodiversity and floral diversity. Enjoy a
family picnic in the lush forest surrounds –
equipped with tables, toilets and parking.
The roads are compacted gravel and
suitable for a two-wheel drive car.
Note: Please make use of the boot baths at
the trail to preserve the plant life and avoid
the introduction of diseases.

Caving at Stockyard Gully
The Stockyard Gully National Park is located
20km inland of Leeman, and is accessible
by 4WD only. Within the Park is the ancient
below-ground river system of the Stockyard
Gully caves – these form part of the Old
North Stock Route and were once used by
stockmen on their journey.
Note: Please take care when visiting the
caves, as they are subject to flooding after
large rainfalls.

Surf & Dive Point Louise
The main surf break at Point Louise is a
highlight for many, and is also a great spot
for snorkellers and divers. The remarkably
clear water is a dream for ocean lovers who
will marvel at the diverse array of tropical
marine species along the reef. Just a short
drive north, there are also numerous bays
ideal for kayaking, with picnic areas dotted
along the way.

Green Head and Leeman
Visitor Centre
Shire of Coorow
Leeman Administration Centre
20 Morcombe Rd, Leeman WA 6514
T: +61 8 9953 1388
www.coorow.wa.gov.au
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DONGARA & PORT DENISON
DISTANCE FROM PERTH: 350km

Dongara and Port Denison are twin towns boasting true coastal village charm, with the
scenic Irwin River meandering between the two. Beautiful beaches nearby provide
ideal conditions for sailing, surfing, fishing, windsurfing, kitesurfing and swimming.

Commemorate the ANZACs

Catch a Film under the Stars

Located in Port Denison along Ocean Drive
(opposite the Lookout) stand 15 silhouettes
of ANZAC soldiers made of sheet metal,
which commemorate the ANZACs and their
role in World War I. The Shire of Irwin and
the Dongara Retired Serviceman’s League
commissioned this beautiful visual memorial
to serve as a tribute to the ANZACs and
to act as a reminder of their contribution
to Australia. The best time of day to view
these sculptures is at sunset.

Dongara Denison Drive-In is among a
handful of its kind operating in Western
Australia (opened in the 1960s) and screens
new release movies every second Saturday
night from October until May, and regularly
during school holidays. Tune your car radio
to the movie - gather on camp chairs or
snuggle up in the car to watch the big
screen stars, under the stars! The on-site
kiosk offers meals and snacks. Bookings
for private functions are available.

Have a Rum Time

Powerful Downwinders at
Port Denison

Dongara’s Illegal Tender Rum Co
is a multi-award-winning craft
distillery where you can take a behind the
scenes rum tour. Get an exclusive in-depth
tour of the facility with a personal guide
taking you through the distilling process
with tastings offered.

Classic Cars on our Coast
Classic car lovers need to visit DongaraPort Denison from 28 - 30 September 2019
for an exhibition of all sorts of cars lovingly
built or restored. The weekend also includes
time trials on the streets of Port Denison
and a “Show n Shine” car display.

Pet-Friendly Accommodation
For those who like to travel with a furry
offsider, Dongara-Port Denison has the
most pet-friendly accommodation options
along the Coral Coast. A full list of animal
friendly accommodation options is available
from our website or at the Visitor Centre.

#australiascoralcoast

From November to January, windsurfing
really takes off in Dongara-Port Denison.
Those in the know migrate north of Perth for
the sweet summer breeze at South Beach.
Shore winds and rolling waves make this area
perfect for downwinders. Take advantage of
these winds and hit the water, learn to kitesurf
or hire some equipment - see the Starfish
Café on South Beach for details.

Walking the Thungara Trails
Dongara and Port Denison offer six walking
trails each with a different theme and point
of difference. Traverse the twin towns’
most scenic locations; stroll the banks of
the Irwin River, enjoy scenic views along
the coast spotting native flora and fauna.
Historical trails are also on offer to discover
the culture of the Shire of Irwin - see the
Visitor Centre for more information.

Weekend Markets
Stop in at the Dongara Markets to stock
up on local produce, arts and crafts. The
markets are held on the first Saturday of
every month from 8.30am to 12.30pm at
the Dongara Town Park.

Hit the Beaches
Take a stroll along the coast or cruise
along South Beach in your vehicle. South
Beach is ideal for surfing, body boarding,
kitesurfing and stand up paddle boarding
equipment can be hired from the onsite
café. Snorkel the Leander Reef, Granny’s
Beach or Nuns Pool. The Marina jetties
are great for fishing and crabbing. Fishing
gear, kayaks, surfboards and bicycles are
available for hire.

Historic Buildings
The best way to view Dongara’s charming
historic buildings is on the Heritage Walk.
Purchase a booklet from the Visitor Centre
and begin your journey back in time. The
4km walk highlights 28 heritage buildings focal points include the Royal Flour Mill built
in 1894, the Old Police Station built in 1870
and Russ Cottage.

Fishermen’s Lookout Obelisk
The Fishermen’s Memorial Lookout &
Obelisk at Port Denison features sweeping
views of the ocean. Stand on the boardwalk
and watch the waves rolling over the reef
and the activity at the fishing boat harbour
during lobster fishing season. The reef also
offers great snorkelling.

Dongara & Port Denison
Visitor Information
Dongara Port Denison Visitor Centre
9 Waldeck St, Dongara WA 6525
T: +61 8 9927 1404
E: tourism@irwin.wa.gov.au
www.dongaraportdenison.com.au
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Southerlys

Illegal Tender Rum Co

Your hosts Callum and Sonia Kerr invite you to lock in the coordinates for great food,
great service and good times at Southerly’s on the Port Dension Marina foreshore.
Our menu highlights what’s on offer from our region. Just look for the ‘Taste of Irwin’
logo next to the item. A unique, family friendly environment with a great atmosphere –
indoor and alfresco dining in the courtyard overlooking the beautiful
Indian Ocean. Full TAB facilities available. Pet friendly and a finalist in
this year’s ‘Casual Regional Dining Pub’ AHA awards.

Illegal Tender Rum Co’s Cellardoor is a must see when visiting Dongara, with tours and
tasting available year round, this distillery is sure to impress. Take a tour through the
magical world of distilling where we turn rainwater into Rum, being sugar-free, and
preservative free, our products truly are the mark of a world-class spirit.
Having won 13 international Spirit medals to date, the cellar door is
a good chance to get a souvenir of the Coral Coast to take home with you if you can wait that long.

60 Point Leander Drive, Port Dension • Tel: (08) 9927 2207
Mob: 0408 776 609 / 0438 940 893 • southerlys@bigpond.com

35 Illyarrie Rd, Springfield WA 6525 • Tel: 0435 818 887
Email: admin@illegaltenderrumco.com • www.illegaltenderrumco.com

Cervantes Islands Café

RAC Cervantes Holiday Park

Let our friendly staff guide you through arguably the most extensive menu on the coast,
all served in air conditioned comfort and clean amenities. All meals served all day from 7am.
• Pies ,cakes, rolls ,sandwiches, wraps, pizza ,paninis, Turkish breads, seafood, chicken or
breakfast menus to lobster and crocodile or even enjoy a scrumptious high tea.
• A great one stop shop for fuel, souvenirs, hats, sunglasses, fishing and camping
essentials, cds, dvds, auto products, cold drinks, ice, snacks and ice creams.
• Free town map and local information from our friendly staff available.
• Tour group bookings are most welcome.

Our holiday park is the perfect base from which to explore Cervantes and the greater
Turquoise Coast region. Choose from 2 and 3 bedroom poolside villas or shady powered
and unpowered caravan and camping sites. Enjoy breakfast or lunch at Seashells Café or
make the most of the award winning facilities, including
nature playground for the kids, BBQ area, sparkling swimming
pool and state of the art camp kitchen and recreation room.

Great food. Great service. Great location.

Lobster | crocodile | high teas | Lavazza coffee

Cnr Seville & Aragon Streets, Cervantes • Tel: (08) 9652 7041
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Midwest’s Home of Rum

Sit back and relax at our award winning holiday park

35 Aragon Street, Cervantes
Ph: +61 8 9652 7060 • Freecall: 1800 871 570
www. parksandresorts.rac.com.au/cervantes

australiascoralcoast.com
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Jurien Bay Motel Apartments

Jurien Bay Tourist Park

Stay in the Bay’s brand new holiday apartment complex right in the heart of Jurien Bay
and a short walk to the jetty and foreshore. Featuring self contained 1 & 2 bedroom
apartments as well as a number of studio rooms, we are the perfect choice for your next
holiday to Jurien Bay. We offer free Wifi and Foxtel and our rooms have everything you
need, so just pack your bags, sit back and relax!

Jurien Bay Tourist Park is an ideal holiday location for either a weekend break or an
extended stay. Close to restaurants, cafes and across from a safe, sheltered swimming
beach, Jurien Bay has a lot to offer.
Our deluxe holiday units and sheltered drive through sites offer something for everyone.
Jurien Bay is pet friendly when you stay on a site.

7 Murray St, Jurien Bay
Tel: (08) 9652 2062
admin@jurienbayapartments.com.au
www.jurienbayapartments.com.au

1 Roberts Street, Jurien Bay
Tel: +61 8 9652 1595
Email: stay@jurienbaytouristpark.com.au
www.jurienbaytouristpark.com.au

Jurien Bay’s newest accommodation!

Skydive Jurien Bay

Turquoise Safaris

Get the rush with a tandem skydive over
the spectacular Turquoise Coast, landing
on the pristine white beach of the Jurien
Bay Marine Park. This experience will be
the best thing you have done in your life.

Jump aboard ‘Here Fishy Fishy’ and meet
the puppies of the sea or catch that fish of
a lifetime. Book now for your next offshore
adventure in Jurien Bay, WA!

World’s most beautiful beach skydive

65 Bashford St, Jurien Bay
Tel: 1300 293 766
Instagram: @skydivejbay
www.skydivejurienbay.com

Stay with Summerstar

S U M M E R S TA R
T O U R I S T PA R K S
J U R I E N

B A Y

Sea Lion Tours & Fishing Charters

Jurien Bay Boat Harbour,
Harbour Drive, Jurien Bay WA 6516
Tel: 0458 905 432 | 0422 357 244
kane@turquoisesafaris.com.au
www.turquoisesafaris.com.au

VISIT

australiascoralcoast.com

Come Fishing, Watch the Seals
& Grab some Seafood Tucker!

CERVANTES
Fishing Charters &
Lobster Lunches

Call: 08 9652 7010 www.lobstershack.com.au
#australiascoralcoast
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Your Turquoise Coast
adventure starts here

Located in the centre of Jurien Bay, our visitor centre can
help make the most of your Turquoise Coast experience.
Visit the Pinnacles, check out our amazing wildflowers,
visit the sea lion islands, see ancient Stromatolites, go sand
boarding, explore caves, visit a lobster factory, snorkel &
swim, go fishing and explore all our region has to offer.
Come and see our friendly staff for tours, accommodation,
maps, brochures and friendly local advice.

Turquoise Coast Visitor Centre
67 Bashford Street, Jurien Bay 6516
P: (08) 9652 0870 E: visitor@dandaragan.wa.gov.au
www.visitturquoisecoast.com.au
@turquoisecoastwa

Visit our multi award winning, accredited and heritage
listed Dongara Port Denison Visitor Centre offering friendly,
local up-to-date advice on what’s happening in the twin
towns, accommodation information, free brochures, maps,
destination merchandise and local products, bus and rail
bookings, information throughout the state and more.
Contact us:
9 Waldeck Street, Dongara Phone: (08) 9927 1404
Email: tourism@irwin.wa.gov.au
Facebook: Dongara Port Denison

www.dongaraportdenison.com.au
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To the north of Perth along the Brand
Highway, visitors will witness an
abundance of colour as wildflowers
bloom spectacularly throughout late
winter and spring. The inland farming
towns of Dandaragan, Badgingarra,
Eneabba, Coorow, Three Springs,
Carnamah, Mingenew and Mullewa
come to life during wildflower season,
and offer a range of nature trails and
heritage-focused activities.

BEST TIME TO VISIT: July - October

#australiascoralcoast
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TOP TEN
1. DRIVE the Midlands Route from Moora
to Mullewa

2. DOWNLOAD the CRFwildflowers app to
learn and identify each wildflower

3. STAY at the wildflower haven of Western
Flora Caravan, Camping & Tourist Park

4. PICNIC at Alexander Morrison or
Tathra National Parks

5. FIND the rare Leschenaultia wreath
flower at Pindar

6. SEE everlastings in the Coalseam
Conservation Park

7. WALK Vern Westbrook trail, Badgingarra
8. EXPLORE biodiversity hotspot of
Lesueur National Park

9. WALK the Heritage Walk in Three Springs
10. SEE the colours of Carnamah’s Lakes
Lookout change at sunset
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How to plan your
WILDFLOWER
ESCAPE

ANY CAMERA WILL DO. Expensive
camera or camera on your phone think big and think small. Breeze, angle
and light are the most important tips.
Take multiple shots from different
angles and use the Macro setting.
TAKE NOTHING BUT PHOTOS.

Picking wildflowers is illegal and can
attract a $2000 fine.

GET ON OUR WEBSITE.

With suggested accommodation options,
easy to follow maps and routes and insider
tips on where to find the best blooms,
australiascoralcoast.com/wildflowers
has driving guides and itineraries so you
can find the wildflowers. Got no Wi-Fi?
Ask at the local visitor centres for best
location advice.

PICK YOUR LIGHT. Low light is best for

close ups, especially with shiny flowers.
Orchids are photographed best in the
morning or afternoon light on a sunny day.
Bright light will wash out white and pale
coloured flowers, unless shooting into the
blue sky to pick up its contrasting colour.

TAKE IT SLOW AND GET DOWN TO
GROUND LEVEL. A lot of flowers are

tiny and are at ground level in amongst
other plants; slow down so you don’t
miss them.

WATCH YOUR FEET. Stick to the

paths where possible. If venturing offtrack then be wary of your feet when
searching, you might be treading on a
precious wildflower.

PROTECT THE BIODIVERSITY.

Help prevent the spread of disease by
respecting private property. Please
do not enter private farmland, no matter
how pretty!

SLEEP AMONGST FLOWERS. There
are several camp sites available at a
small nightly fee, but find one early
(especially on the weekend) and pay
with the Ranger.
PARK SAFE. Remember to use pull

over/stopping bays or park away/off
the road/highway if you would like to
take photos.

DOWNLOAD THE WILDFLOWER APP.

No Wi-Fi needed! Flower lovers
are encouraged to download the
CRFwildflowers app for Apple or
Android to learn more about the
spectacular wildflowers in this area.
Search by size, colour and flowering
month whilst wildflower hunting.

DANDARAGAN

DISTANCE FROM PERTH: 168km
The Dandaragan area is home to lush
pastures and abundant crops produced
from fertile farming land, meaning that the
area is home to an abundance of flora and
fauna. In fact, the name “Dandaragan” is of
Indigenous origin, and is believed to mean
“good kangaroo country”. Dandaragan
has beautiful wildflowers for viewing
with most species flowering in late
winter and spring.

The Dandaragan Way
The Dandaragan Way is a scenic drive
from Regan’s Ford through Dandaragan
to Badgingarra, offering views of creeks,
rolling hills, historic buildings, marri trees
and flocks of white corellas and cockatoos.

St Anne’s Church
This charming Anglican Church, constructed
between 1885 and 1887 is made from
local soap stone from Kayanaba, a nearby
property, and features an interesting
gothic arch at its entry.

Wolba Wolba (Aggie’s Cottage)
Situated on the Badgingarra Road, 7km from
Dandaragan, this brick and stone cottage
was erected in 1871 and is still used today by
local craft and historical groups. The cottage
is neighboured by a fresh water lake, which
is home to a variety of water birds.

Dandaragan and Badgingarra
Visitor Information
Dandaragan Community
Resource Centre
Dandaragan Rd, Dandaragan WA 6516
T: +61 8 9651 4071
www.dandaragan.wa.gov.au

#australiascoralcoast
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BADGINGARRA

ENEABBA

The small town of Badgingarra is
situated north of Dandaragan along
the Brand Highway at the edge
of the Badgingarra National Park.
Badgingarra is renowned for its
diverse bushland which comes to life
during late winter and spring when
wildflowers bloom spectacularly.

The Eneabba sandplain is a world
renowned biodiversity hotspot, supporting
native vegetation known as ‘Kwongan’ the Aboriginal word for low, hard scrub
and heathland. Kwongan of the Eneabba
region is extremely diverse and includes
many species, a large percentage of
which are endemic to the region.

Badgingarra Nature Trail

Lesueur National Park

The 3.5km Badgingarra Nature Trail departs
from and returns to the Badgingarra Road
House on the Brand Highway. This twohour walk is incredible in spring, when the
bushland is bursting with colour.

Lesueur National Park is renowned
for its conservation, picturesque
landscape and incredible biodiversity. Flora
found within the Park includes acacias,
hibbertias, leschenaultias, orchids, and
kangaroo paws (including the rare black
kangaroo paw). Flora flourishes in the
months of spring, with beautiful wildflowers
emerging from the heath. The honey
possum marsupial is found only in the
Kwongan area, in particular the Lesueur
National Park. Other rare wildlife includes
a variety of lizards, snakes, frogs and
mammals.

DISTANCE FROM PERTH: 205km

Vern Westbrook Walk
This 1.5km heritage and wildflower
walk is situated 3.5km off the
Brand Highway on North West Road,
between the original Badgingarra town
site and the town centre. In this area
of unique biodiversity, learn about the
70 million year old history of the Yallalie
Meteorite Impact Zone.

Iain Wilson Nature Trail
Protected within the Badgingarra National
Park, this 1.5km trail features many species
of wildflowers including Badgingarra’s
emblem, the black kangaroo paw. It is
also home to numerous reptiles, emus,
kangaroos and a variety of birds including
bustards and wedge-tailed eagles.
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DISTANCE FROM PERTH: 285km

Walk the Wildflowers of
Western Flora
Western Flora Caravan, Camping
& Tourist Park is the ideal place
to base yourself when visiting for the
wildflowers. It has a great number of
individual species growing natively on the
property which can be explored via the
walking trails. With plenty of space for
the kids to play, and with kangaroos as
neighbours, this is the ideal bush setting
from which to explore wildflowers.

Tathra National Park
The Tathra National Park is located northeast of Eneabba on the Carnamah-Eneabba
Road and is most striking during the
wildflower season. During spring, the Park is
full of bush flowers and kangaroo paws.
Fact: Tathra is a local Indigenous word
meaning “beautiful place”.

BeeKeepers Reserve
Located about 20km north of Eneabba, to
the west of the Brand Highway, Beekeepers
Reserve is an area in which a great variety of
wildflowers bloom during peak season.

Sleep under the stars at
Lake Indoon
Lake Indoon is located along the
Coolimba-Eneabba Road and is the
perfect spot to set up camp after a day of
exploring. Enjoy a day on the water before
taking advantage of the free campsite
and spending a night under the stars. The
camping area includes BBQ facilities, fresh
water and ablution facilities.

Four Wheel Drive the lake
Lake Logue is a large seasonal freshwater
lake located west of Eneabba. The 35km
track is suitable for 4WD vehicles only and
provides a variety of conditions, from kneedeep sand to mud flats to rocky ridges.
Animal and bird life is abundant!

Eneabba and Carnamah
Visitor Information
Shire of Carnamah
33-37 Macpherson Street,
Carnamah WA 6517
T: +61 8 9951 7000
www.carnamah.wa.gov.au

australiascoralcoast.com

CARNAMAH

COOROW

THREE SPRINGS

The Carnamah area is one of the richest
parts of Western Australia for flowering
plants, which burst into colour during
the annual wildflower season.

Coorow is a charming, inland farming
town with a strong agricultural history
- the first settlers raised sheep and
horses in the area. Remnants of the
area’s farming history are still evident
today amid beautiful gardens.

Located 20km north-west of Carnamah,
Three Springs is a quaint country town
decorated by beautiful wildflowers
during late winter and spring.

DISTANCE FROM PERTH: 320km

Wander Macpherson Street
Take a stroll along Macpherson Street and
learn about the town’s history. Continue
along the Walk Trail to Macpherson
Homestead (built in the 1860s). Stop
by to see the exterior of the restored
homestead and its ruinous buildings. The
front verandah offers a picturesque view of
the Carnamah town site and surrounding
farmland.

Sunsets at Salt Lakes
Walk from the centre of town up to the
scenic Lakes Lookout (found 1km out of
town on Carnamah-Eneabba Road) where
you can peer out over the Yarra Yarra Lake
System. We suggest doing this at sunset
to watch the colours of the lake change.
Depending on the season, you might see
salty pink lakes in summer, to the deep blue
lakes in winter. A picnic shelter is located at
the Lakes Lookout. As an alternative to the
lookout, visitors can also access Yarra Yarra
Lake via a good gravel road, approximately
16km off the Carnamah-Eneabba Road.

Carnamah Historical Museum
The Carnamah Historical Museum is located
in a historic stone building and is open on
Fridays between 1.30pm and 5pm. Other
historic buildings in Carnamah include the
Post Office, St Andrews Church (designed
by Monsignor John Hawes) and the
Uniting Church.

#australiascoralcoast

DISTANCE FROM PERTH: 300km

Coorow Farm & the Bart
Mailey Memorial Trail
Take a walk along the Bart Mailey Memorial
Walk Trail (1.2km) to the historic Coorow
Farm whilst enjoying the stunning array of
everlastings, pink fairy orchids and other
wildflowers. Alternatively, the Coorow Farm
also offers a wildflower drive.

Alexander Morrison
National Park
Located on the Central West
Coast Sandplain, 50km west of
Coorow, Alexander Morrison National Park
is home to beautiful wildflower displays,
particularly from August to October. The
park consists of low scrub on undulating
sandplain hills, interspersed with small
streams and tall eucalypts.

Coorow Visitor Information
Coorow Community Resource Centre
Cnr Main & Bristol Streets,
Coorow WA 6515
T: +61 8 9952 1266
www.coorow.wa.gov.au

DISTANCE FROM PERTH: 350km

Drive & Walk the Wildflowers
Take a drive from Robinson Road
to Arrowsmith River Crossing
from late July to October and witness
the spectacular abundance of blooming
wildflowers. Visitors can gain an insight
into the history of the Three Springs area
and see some of the region’s magnificent
wildflowers in season by taking a stroll
along the Heritage Walk.

Visit the Colossal Talc Mine
Take in the 360 degree panoramic view at
the Talc Mine Lookout, located 10km east of
Three Springs. This is the largest Talc mine
in the southern hemisphere, with an annual
production of 100,000 tonnes.

Arrino Gardens
Learn about native plants and bushtucker
at the Arrino Gardens, located 20km north
of Three Springs. The garden is scattered
with informative panels focusing on the
history of the town site and significance of
the native plants in the garden.

Three Springs
Visitor Information
Wildflower Country Visitor Centre
(Open May to October)
Railway Rd, Three Springs WA 6519
T: +61 8 9954 1590
www.threesprings.wa.gov.au
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MINGENEW

MULLEWA

Mingenew is the true heart and soul of the Wildflower Country with blankets of stunning
everlastings and various orchid varieties. Close to Coalseam Conservation Park, the town
is nestled among stunning natural landscapes and is known for its friendly locals.

Mullewa is one of the northern gateways
to Wildflower Country and has long
been known for the stunning displays of
everlastings and flowering shrubs along
roadsides and in surrounding nature
reserves. Two of the five walk trails in
Mullewa are dedicated to wildflowers
and are located on the outskirts of the
town centre.

DISTANCE FROM PERTH: 400km

DISTANCE FROM PERTH: 452km

Coalseam Conservation Park

Camp Among the Flowers

Located between Mingenew and
Mullewa, Coalseam Conservation
Park is arguably WA’s holy-grail for
wildflower lovers. Many varieties of
wildflowers are found in abundance here,
with everlasting carpets transforming the
usually sparse understorey of wattle scrub
during the wildflower season. Magnificent
views are offered from the lookout with
marine fossils embedded in the banks of
the Irwin River.

Pitch a tent at the popular Miners campsite
in Coalseam Conservation Park – but be
prepared for crowds during weekends and
in the wildflower season. A limit of a threenight stay is imposed from July to October.
Overflow camping is available for tents at
Breakaway. Other RV friendly sites close
to Mingenew include Enanty Barn and
Yandanooka Hall.

Wildflowers at Depot Hill
Overlooking the Irwin River, just 12km
northwest of Mingenew is Depot Hill Reserve
which was used as a rifle range during World
War II. A meandering pathway on Depot Hill
gives you unparalleled access to a rich, rare
and colourful assortment of wildflowers.
Grab lunch from the Mingenew Bakery,
take a blanket and a camera and head off
to discover one of Western Australia’s true
wildflower hotspots. Everlasting wildflower
carpets are annually consistent at Depot Hill.

Sunset on Mingenew Hill
Located in town, Mingenew Hill is the ideal
place for holiday makers to have a rest and
view the stunning landscape from high above.
Wander or drive over the railway line on
Mingenew - Mullewa Road. ‘The Hill’ is the
perfect spot for a picnic lunch or a champagne
sunset to finish a wildflower day. Make sure to
bring your camera. At the bottom of the hill is
Drovers Rest - a great spot to take a break and
discover Mingenew’s rich droving heritage.
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The Plateau Loop at Coalseam
The 3.2 km (‘tadpole’ loop) trail starts at
the Miners Picnic Area, where a trailhead is
located. Crossing the Irwin River through
fields of pink, white and yellow everlastings
during the wildflower season, the loop
offers views of the surrounding landscape
with well placed signage to follow.

Yellow Flowers of Yandanooka
Yandanooka is tiny town located between
Three Springs and Mingenew on the Midlands
Road. Its name is of Aboriginal origin and
thought to mean ‘plenty of hilly country in
sight’. During wildflower season, we agree!
With good winter rains it is often blanketed in
yellow everlasting carpets. RV friendly camp
sites are available at Yandanooka Hall.

Mingenew Visitor Information

Drive the Wildflower Loops
The Northern Loop and The
Southern Circuit take in Mullewa’s
natural beauty, outlying areas and unique
historical and geographical features. The
trails include special wildflower locations
such as the Coalseam Conservation Park
and the fascinating Bindoo Hill, a glacial
moraine where ice smoothed rocks fell
from the melting glacier around 225 million
years ago. Each site features a rusted
steel sculpture with an interpretive panel
to explain the main story associated with
the location. A number have picnic tables
and fire-rings, and all roads can be driven
in standard 2WD vehicles (with care on
unsealed sections).

Mullewa Bushland Trail
A 2.3km loop, the trail starts and finishes
at the Mullewa Scenic Lookout, or can be
accessed from the Information Bay on Gray
Street. Informative signage focuses on
natural heritage and Indigenous culture.

Mingenew Visitor Centre
(from July to October)
Corner of Victoria Street and
Midlands Road, Mingenew WA 6522
T: +61 8 9928 1102
www.mingenew.wa.gov.au
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Wreath Flowers of Pindar
A 20 minute drive north of
Mullewa, you can spot the rare and
exquisite wreath Leschenaultia flower of
Pindar. Made from dozens of flowers with
frilled petals of red, white and pink, these
beautiful flowers bloom between August
and October, and only grow where the soil
has been disturbed, such as on the edge of
gravel roads.

Monsignor Hawes Heritage Trail
Celebrating the enormous
contribution architect-priest John
Hawes made to the region, the Monsignor
Hawes Heritage Trail showcases a variety
of buildings of his design and other sites
significant to his life. Taking seven years
to build, the Church of Our Lady of Mount
Carmel and St Peter and St Paul is a
fantastic example of his work with the
Priest House located next to the church.

Mullewa Wildflower Show
The Mullewa Wildflower Show is held in
late August/early September and brings
the best of the bush to town showcasing
all that is flowering in the region including
wreath flowers, daisies, hakeas, grevilleas,
orchids, eremophilas, wattles and many
other local species.

Mullewa Visitor Information
Mullewa Community Resource Centre
(open Monday to Friday 9am-4pm)
Cnr. Jose Street and Maitland Rd,
Mullewa WA 6630
T: +61 8 9961 1500
E: admin@mullewacrc.net.au
www.visitgeraldton.com.au/surroundings/
mullewa
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CHAPMAN VALLEY
DISTANCE FROM PERTH: 453km

A 20 minute drive north-east of Geraldton, Chapman Valley is home to beautiful
rolling hills, scenic drives through farmland, and a range of local attractions.

Million-year old
Moresby Range

Mountain Bike through Nature
The Chapman River Nature Trail at
Nanson provides a habitat for the
endangered ringtail possum and Carnaby
black cockatoo. Along the path, you will
see nesting boxes for birds, as well as trail
markers and interpretive signage.

The Moresby Range was formed some
50 million years ago, now an ancient
(exposed) seabed for fossil deposits which
can be found in various places in the
Range. Explore the Range’s wildflowers
near Naraling Hall, Old Nolba Stock
Route and Wandana Reserve. View the
ancient landscape from Mills Lookout
and Wokatherra Hill; see an abundance
of wildflower species come to life during
the season including Dampiera, Grevillea,
Hibbertia and Melaleuca.

Geraldton Region
Visitor Information

Food, Farms & Flowers
Chapman Valley is ideal for a day of eating,
drinking and exploring the nature of the
area. Taste delicious local beer and enjoy a
Kansas-style BBQ at Burnt Barrel Outback
BrewBBQ (open all year round from Friday
to Sunday). Sample rum liqueurs or lavender
ice-cream at Copperhead Road Distillery
(open April-October) and Lavender Valley
Farm (open April-September). Immerse
yourself in history at the Chapman Valley
Museum - check opening hours with the
Geraldton Visitor Centre.

Geraldton Visitor Centre
246 Marine Terrace,
Geraldton WA 6530
T: 1800 847 484
E: info@visitgeraldton.com.au
www.visitgeraldton.com.au

Wildflower

ITINERARIES

See page 84 for itinerary ideas
& visit australiascoralcoast.com
for many more options
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experience

GERALDTON

and surrounds

The largest city on the Coral Coast,
Geraldton has established itself as a
contemporary coastal hub of cafés,
shops, street art and galleries. The city’s
beaches and sunny climate make it a
hotspot for water sport enthusiasts and
visitors looking to soak up the sun on
pristine beaches.
Geraldton is a fantastic base from which
to explore the Coral Coast region. Only
a short drive to the south, experience
Greenough’s historic charm and
picturesque river. Fly or cruise 60km
off the coast to witness the stunning
Abrolhos Islands. Travel one hour west
to Mullewa – a wildflower hotspot.

BEST TIME TO VISIT GERALDTON:
Year-round

BEST TIME TO VISIT THE ABROLHOS
ISLANDS: March-October
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TOP TEN
1. SEE the Abrolhos Islands via a stunning
scenic flight or live-aboard charter

2. EXPLORE galleries, jewelers, street art,

cafés and wine bars in the city centre

3. SPOT wildflowers by downloading the
CRFwildflowers app

4. DRIVE the Yamatji trail, a self-drive tour

celebrating the culture of the Yamatji people

5. SURF, WINDSURF, KITEBOARD OR STAND UP PADDLE
Point Moore or Coronation Beach

6. VISIT HMAS Sydney II Memorial
7. TEST your watersport skills - how about
fly-boarding or jet skiing?

8. MOUNTAIN BIKE the Greenough River Nature
Walk Trail, Chapman River Regional Park,
or the new Pump and Jump Track

9. VISIT the Monsignor Hawes Heritage

Centre and St Francis Xavier Cathedral

#australiascoralcoast

10. PHOTOGRAPH the leaning trees of Greenough
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GREENOUGH

DISTANCE FROM PERTH: 394 km
Greenough is a charming country settlement notable for its pioneering history, restored heritage buildings, iconic leaning
trees and the beautiful Greenough River. Greenough offers fantastic nature-based activities such as bushwalking, fishing, bird
watching and surfing.

The Iconic Leaning Trees
Buffeted by prevailing southerly winds, the
leaning trees of Greenough (eucalyptus
camaldulensis or red river gum) have
become a popular icon for travellers. It is
only on the windswept Greenough Flats
that the tree develops its distinctive leaning
structure. You can view and photograph
the unusually shaped trees from the Brand
Highway on the Greenough Flats.
Note: A purpose built parking area located
21km south of Geraldton is provided for
travellers to take photographs.

Explore Ellendale Pool
This scenic Greenough waterhole is located
45km south east of Geraldton. On your
way, visit the Walkaway Station Museum,
featuring an extensive collection of railway
artefacts (check with the Geraldton Visitor
Centre for opening times). Make your
way past the impressive wind turbines
at the Walkaway Wind Farm and then
arrive at Ellendale Pool where you will
be surrounded by giant gum trees and
a rocky gorge. It is the ideal picnic or
camping location. Interpretive signs
celebrate the importance the pool has
played in Aboriginal and European history.
Public facilities and barbecues are provided.
Camping is permitted at a fee. This location
is also part of the Yamatji Drive Trail.
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Central Greenough
Historic Settlement
Take a self-guided tour through the
beautifully restored stone character
buildings at the Greenough Historic
Settlement, remnants of a once thriving
community of 19th century pioneers.
Railway buffs will enjoy the Walkaway
Station Museum, complete with refurbished
locomotive and carriage. All are open daily;
entry fee applies. Stop in at the historic
café, The Hampton Arms Inn, for a coffee or
bite to eat (closed Mondays).

Greenough Museum
and Gardens
Just off the Brand Highway, the Greenough
Museum is located in a beautifully restored
two-storey homestead built between 1862
and 1880 for John Maley. Maley was a miller,
storekeeper, hotel proprietor, entrepreneur
and father of 14 children. The museum
examines the social life of the Greenough
Flats from Aboriginal time until today.
View the historic trees and wander the
community vegetable garden. Greenough
Museum fact sheets are available in English,
German, Dutch, French, Italian, Chinese and
Korean. Open daily.

Greenough Wildlife & Bird Park
The Greenough Wildlife and Bird Park,
located 30km south of Geraldton, offers the
chance to feed a kangaroo, hold a friendly
lizard, meet dingoes, and watch Douglas
the crocodile eat his lunch! It is a privately
owned park that has been rescuing and
rehabilitating Australian wildlife for over
30 years. Open daily except Wednesdays.
Cash only – no credit card facilities.
Tip: If you find a hurt animal and help is
needed, please call the DBCA Wildcare
Helpline on (08) 9474 9055 or FAWNA on
0438 526 660. Note the location, time of
day and condition of the animal where you
found it.

Greenough River Nature Trail
This scenic river meanders 250km through
the countryside to meet the ocean at Cape
Burney. Walk or mountain bike along the
17km Greenough River Nature Trail, where
you can spot wildlife – particularly an
amazing range of birds, from egrets and
herons to osprey. This nature trail is part of
the Yamatji Drive Trail.

australiascoralcoast.com

ABROLHOS ISLANDS
DISTANCE FROM PERTH: 479km

The Houtman Abrolhos Islands are a group of 122 stunning islands split into three groups:
Wallabi, Easter and Pelsaert. Often described as the Galapagos Islands of the Indian
Ocean, there are few places in Australia with more biodiversity. Nature enthusiasts
flock to the Abrolhos Islands for the fishing, bird watching, snorkelling and diving
opportunities. The Islands are classed as an A-Class Marine Reserve, and have been
recognised as an Ocean Hope Spot by ocean conservation organisation, Mission Blue.
Explore the amazing Abrolhos via a scenic flight or seasonal live-aboard boat charter.

Sky or Sea?

simple Snorkelling

Take a scenic flight to see the
Abrolhos from above – this way
you can admire the coral reefs and island
formations, which are painted an incredible
palette of greens and blues. On clear
days, scenic flights often spot migrating
whales in the turquoise ocean below.
Scenic flights are available from Geraldton
and Kalbarri. Alternatively, opt for a liveaboard experience on a luxury charter.
Try your hand at fishing, swimming,
snorkeling, bird watching and spot sea
lions, dolphins, wallabies and lizards.

Explore the shipwrecks and coral formations,
which are completely different to the corals
of the Ningaloo Reef. Many of the most
spectacular areas lay in shallow water near
the shore and are easily enjoyed with a
snorkel and mask.

dive the Shipwrecked Coast
The Morning Reef is where the infamous
Batavia was wrecked in 1629 - there are
currently 52 shipwrecks recorded off the
Abrolhos Islands. Experienced divers can
explore the Batavia shipwreck dependent on
weather conditions. Check out the Shipwrecks
Gallery at the Museum of Geraldton.

Score a Catch
The abundant waters are home to some of
the ocean’s most prized eating fish such as
baldchin groper, dhufish, snapper, coral trout
and the emperor fish. Additionally, fishermen
will often catch octopus or pull scallops and
the sought-after western rock lobster.
Note: Be sure to check exclusion zones
before fishing, or opt for a local fishing tour.

#australiascoralcoast

Encounter Endangered
Australian Sea Lions
The Abrolhos Islands represent the
northernmost breeding population of
Australian sea lions - once abundant,
sea lions are now classified as a ‘vulnerable’
in Australia. Keep an eye out for these cute
creatures on the sandy beaches throughout
the Abrolhos and at Geraldton’s Esplanade.

Colourful Abrolhos Pearls
Don’t have time to visit the Islands? Whilst
in Geraldton purchase the unique Abrolhos
pearl and learn about the operations on
the Islands. Visit a pearl jeweler to see
the variety of pearl shades, including the
stunning black pearl.

Bird Watching Paradise
The Abrolhos Islands are home to over
90 species of sea birds such as the crested
tern, honeymooner, button quail and white
breasted sea eagle. Unique to the Abrolhos
is the lesser noddy - its only other nesting
place is in the Seychelles.
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GERALDTON

DISTANCE FROM PERTH: 415km
Geraldton is a thriving coastal city, offering world-class beaches to the west, rolling
hills and a breakaway range to the east, plenty of family-friendly attractions and a
range of accommodation options. The city is a 4.5 hour drive or 50 minute flight
(Qantas or Virgin) from Perth.

Diving and Snorkelling
Adventures
Geraldton is home to some of the best
dive sites along the West Australian coast.
Whether you are a beginner or advanced
diver, the warm waters off Geraldton
offer an amazing diving experience. The
Abrolhos Islands offer spectacular diving
and snorkelling. Take a flight and snorkel
the waters off East Wallabi, or hop on
board a charter boat to dive the site of the
Batavia. Off Geraldton, the South Tomi is a
58.7m long vessel, which was scuttled 2.9
nautical miles off shore. It is now home to
an abundance of marine life, and can be
explored by experienced divers on organised
charters. An advanced open water diving
ticket is required. Other options include
diving off Point Moore with a standard
diving ticket. For more information, contact
the Geraldton Visitor Centre.

Camp Out at “Coros”
The popular Coronation Beach –
locally referred to as “Coros” – is
a haven for those with a love of waterbased activities. Coros offers great fishing,
windsurfing, swimming and kiteboarding
opportunities, alongside camping and BBQ
facilities (for a small nightly fee).
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Summer Sunset Cruises
Cruise the Geraldton Harbour (various
dates from Friday to Sunday) as the sun
sets over the Indian Ocean. Enjoy food,
beverages and live music during the
warmer months (November to January)
on board the Eco Abrolhos.

Watersports Wonderland
Geraldton’s coast offers a range
of water based opportunities swimming, surfing, stand up paddling,
windsurfing, kiteboarding, diving, snorkelling,
fishing or beachcombing. Head to Town
Beach during the warmer months, where you
can try fly-boarding, jet skiing, wake boarding
or tubing. Geraldton’s consistent summer
winds have made the city one of the world’s
top windsurfing and kiteboarding locations.
Point Moore, Sunset Beach, St Georges Beach
and Coronation Beach all providing excellent
conditions (October to April). Winter is
ideal for surfing with Back Beach a good
break for beginners and Sunset Beach,
Greenough and Flat Rocks popular with
bigger swells for the more experienced.

the Yamatji Drive Trail
The 195km Yamatji Drive Trail is
a two-wheel-drive trail featuring
14 sites of significance to local Yamatji
Aboriginal people living in the Geraldton,
Greenough and Mullewa areas. Pick up a
self-guide brochure from the Geraldton
Visitor Centre, or download it via
australiascoralcoast.com

australiascoralcoast.com

HMAS Sydney II Memorial
Located on Mount Scott, the
stunning HMAS Sydney II Memorial
commemorates the 645 Australian crew
who lost their lives during a World War II
naval battle in 1941. The memorial is made
up of five symbolic elements: the Central
Memorial Building including the Dome
of Souls, the Wall of Remembrance, the
Stele, the Waiting Woman, and the Pool of
Remembrance: Closing the Circle.
Note: Tours commence daily at 10:30am
(donations welcome).

Eat Street
Dine in diversity – from Chinese to Italian,
rooftop bars to high tea, sweet treats to
tasty tapas – Geraldton’s food and drink
scene is ever changing and a top reason to
stay the night. Your visit isn’t complete until
you’ve tasted our locally-caught western
rock lobster (crayfish).

Witness the Stunning
Wildflowers
Geraldton is a great base from
which to explore Wildflower
Country, with visitors coming from far and
wide to see the spectacular wildflowers.
From the Chapman River Regional Park
to the Moresby Ranges, Mullewa and
Coalseam Conservation Park - there are
hundreds of species to discover, including
everlastings, pom-poms, wreath flowers,
orchids and Geraldton wax. Download the
CRFwildflowers app for Apple or Android
to learn more about the spectacular
wildflowers in this area or pop into the
Geraldton Visitor Centre for the latest
wildflower report.

#australiascoralcoast

The Monsignor Hawes
Heritage Centre & St Francis
Xavier Cathedral
Through an interactive display
of video, imagery and a diverse
collection of artefacts, the Monsignor
Hawes Heritage Centre provides an insight
into the life and work of Monsignor John
Hawes. The Byzantine style St Francis
Xavier Cathedral is one of his greatest
masterpieces. Guided tours are available
for a small fee (Monday, Wednesday and
Sunday at 2:30pm and Friday at 4pm).
The Cathedral is part of the Monsignor
Hawes Heritage Trail.

Archaeological Exhibits at
the Museum
The Museum of Geraldton celebrates
the rich heritage of the land, sea and
people of the greater Geraldton area. See
archaeological riches from four Dutch
shipwrecks - Batavia, Gilt Dragon, Zuytdorp,
and Zeewijk, in the Shipwrecks Gallery
or join the highlights tour (daily at
11.30am). Enjoy the 3D film showing the
HMAS Sydney II and HSK Kormoran which
lie 2500m deep in the ocean. Open 9.30am
to 3pm daily, excluding public holidays.

Candy-Cane Lighthouse

Be it an art and jewellery exhibit, weekend
music festival, muster and rodeo, writers
weekend, comedy festival or wind-sports
event – Geraldton has that extra something
happening whenever you choose to visit.
Check out visitgeraldton.com.au.

Point Moore’s iconic red and white striped
lighthouse stands 34m tall, making it the
tallest ‘metal’ lighthouse in Australia.
Its beam can be seen 26 kilometres
out to sea and it is the oldest surviving
Commonwealth lighthouse in Western
Australia. The annual Point Moore Lighthouse
Open Day is on the third Sunday in August.

Swim in the Heart of the City

Follow your Art

Festival City

The Indian Ocean laps at Geraldton’s
Foreshore. The city’s beach is a familyfriendly space with BBQs, free Wi-Fi, picnic
tables, playground, waterpark and Youth
Precinct. Featuring colourful climbing
equipment, swings and slides, water
fountains and more, the Foreshore will
keep the kids cool and happy. The nearby
Esplanade offers fantastic views over the
city from its landscaped walkways and
viewing platforms. Use the binoculars to
check out the local sea lions on Seal Rock.

Pick up an Art Map from the Geraldton
Visitor Centre, and take a self-guided tour
throughout the city of Geraldton, where you
will come across colourful street art, local
galleries, art installations like the Ilgarijiri
(emu eggs sculpture), and decorated walls
(such as the Insta-famous butterflies wall),
paths and bollards. And don’t forget to visit
the Geraldton Regional Art Gallery!

Geraldton Region
Visitor Information
Geraldton Visitor Centre
246 Marine Terrace,
Geraldton WA 6530
T: 1800 847 484
E: info@visitgeraldton.com.au
www.visitgeraldton.com.au
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GERALDTON & SURROUNDS

ACCOMMODATION | ATTRACTIONS

Geraldton Belair Gardens Tourist Park

Drummond Cove Holiday Park

Belair Gardens is spacious, clean and comfortable and close to the Geraldton city centre.
We have a variety of onsite accommodation options to suit any budget as well as powered
sites to fit any sized setup. Take a dip in the pool, enjoy the games room or let out some
energy on the huge jumping pillow. There is so much to do at Belair Gardens. We are located
across the road from a lovely swimming beach which offers fantastic sunsets over the Batavia
coast. We are pet friendly too, if you bring your own van!

• Catering for all age groups and pet friendly. Book online today!
• Situated in a rural setting on 35 acres, overlooking sand dunes and ocean
• Budget and fully self-contained park homes, 1, 2 & 4 bedrooms, sleeps 4-12
• Spacious caravan/camping sites, special price for S/C vehicles
• Undercover barbecue area, sparking pool, shop/liquor store

Stay with Summerstar

463 Marine Terrace, Geraldton • Tel: +61 8 9921 1997
Email: bookings@belairgardenscaravanpark.com.au
www.belairgardenscaravanpark.com.au

Relax and unwind

S U M M E R S TA R
T O U R I S T PA R K S

1633 NW Coastal Hwy, Buller 6532
Tel: Anne & Dave +61 8 9938 2524 • Freecall: 1800 992 524
Email: holidays@drummondcove.com • www.drummondcove.com

G E R A L D T O N

Museum of Geraldton

Mantra Geraldton

Explore Yamaji culture, ancient landforms, Dutch shipwrecks and more. Witness the
wrecks of HMAS Sydney (II) and HSK Kormoran as they currently lie, 2,500 metres deep
on the ocean floor, in From Great Depths, a moving exhibit and 3D film (screenings daily).

Offering a superb Marina location overlooking
Champion Bay, Mantra Geraldton is the ideal
holiday destination. Featuring self-contained
apartments, a heated pool, spa and barbeque
area, Mantra has room for everyone.

Discover the incredible stories of the Mid West

Museum Place, Batavia Coast Marina
Geraldton, WA 6530
Ph: (08) 9431 8393
Open daily from 9:30am – 3pm
except public holidays
www.museum.wa.gov.au
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Your home away from home

Tel: 13 15 17
E: Geraldton.res@mantra.com.au
www.mantra.com.au/geraldtonhotel

Waldorf Geraldton
Serviced Apartments
Your home away from home

Enjoy resort facilities in a modern studio,
1, 2 or 3-bed apartment inc. free parking
& WiFi, just 100m from the beach. Hotel
features an outdoor pool, BBQ area and a
guest lounge serving daily light breakfast.
Tel: 1800 834 314 / +61 8 9213 5333
E: geraldton@waldorf.com.au
geraldton-waldorf-apartments.com.au

australiascoralcoast.com

ACCOMMODATION | TOURS & CHARTERS | VISITOR CENTRE

GERALDTON & THE ABROLHOS ISLANDS

VISITGERALDTON.COM.AU
VISITGERALDTON.COM.AU

Geraldton Visitor Centre 246 Marine Terrace, Geraldton, WA 6530 | Phone: (08) 9956 6670 | Email: info@visitgeraldton.com.au

Hospitality Geraldton
Well-appointed motel rooms, executive rooms, family rooms and apartments
• Motel, queen and king executive rooms • 2 and 3 bedroom apartments • Free Foxtel (including sport)
• Free wireless broadband internet • Centrally located – close to city centre and beach, child under 13 years stays FREE!
• Pool, BBQ facilities, laundry, mini bar • Fully licensed ‘a la carte’ restaurant – The Emerald Room, cocktail bar
169 Cathedral Avenue, Geraldton WA 6530 | Tel: (08) 9921 1422 | geraldton@hospitalityinns.com.au | www.hospitalityinngeraldton.com.au

Eco Abrolhos

Explore the Abrolhos Islands aboard the Eco Abrolhos

Tag us on instagram

#australiascoralcoast
#australiascoralcoast

• 5 day tours of the amazing Abrolhos Islands
• Cray Fishing and Fishing
• Snorkelling and Glass Bottom Boat Tours
• Sea Lion, Whale and Bird Watching
• Island Tours
• Pearl Farm Tour (seasonal)
• Learn about the Batavia Shipwreck
Tel: (08) 9964 5101 • E: Soniac@ecoabrolhos.com.au • www.ecoabrolhos.com.au
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colourful

K A L BA R R I

and surrounds
Situated on the meeting place of the
Murchison River and the Indian Ocean,
the Kalbarri region offers an array of
water-based and land-based activities
and is a popular destination for holidaying
families. Home to impressive river and
coastal gorges, calm swimming bays,
superb walking trails, and over 1,000
species of wildflowers, Kalbarri has
something to offer for every visitor. South
of Kalbarri, the seaside towns of Port
Gregory and Horrocks offer a laid-back
beach getaway with great swimming,
fishing, surfing and windsurfing. Head
inland to Northampton to see heritage
buildings and learn about the area’s
fascinating history.

BEST TIME TO VISIT: March – January
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TOP TEN
1. VISIT Nature’s Window in Kalbarri
National Park

2. EXPLORE Port Gregory’s Pink Lake by
foot, air or on tour

3. SWIM at Horrocks; one of Australia’s
best beaches

4.
5.
6.
7.

FLY above the Zuytdorp Cliffs
SNORKEL Blue Holes Beach
RIDE a quad bike on Wagoe Beach
ADVENTURE 4WD, fish, surf, swim and

camp at Lucky Bay

8. DISCOVER unique endemic orchids
during winter/spring

9. HIKE the Kalbarri Coastal Cliffs at sunset
10. BEFRIEND the resident pelicans on the
foreshore

#australiascoralcoast
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NORTHAMPTON

HORROCKS

Formally declared a town site in 1864, Northampton is one of the oldest settlements
in WA outside of Perth. Known for its friendly country charm, Northampton’s main
street is lined with historic character buildings, and the town is surrounded by rich,
golden agricultural lands. When travelling by this character-filled town, be sure to
visit the wonderful Rose Garden.

Authentic, accessible and affordable,
Horrocks is an ideal family beach
destination with sheltered waters
offering great conditions for swimming,
fishing, surfing, diving, stand up paddle
boarding, kayaking, kitesurfing and
windsurfing. It’s no surprise that in 2018,
the hamlet of Horrocks was named the
best mainland beach within Australia’s
101 Best Beaches – the beaches here are
world-class.

DISTANCE FROM PERTH: 466km

DISTANCE FROM PERTH: 489km

Oakabella Homestead

Hampton Road Heritage Walk

Located 18.5km south of Northampton,
Oakabella is a comfortable and historic
stop-over, with a range of accommodation
options nestled among stunning scenery.
The pioneering stone homestead and
its mini museum can be explored on a
tour which departs twice daily (except
Wednesdays). Without a doubt, the
Oakabella Country Kitchen produces some
of the finest scones in Australia – these are
most definitely worth a try!

Visit the historic Northampton Visitor
Centre to pick up a copy of the Hampton
Road Heritage Walk brochure. The Heritage
Walk includes buildings such as Sacred
Heart Convent, Our Lady in Ara Coeli
Church and the Northampton Family
Store, which has continued to operate as
a drapery store since 1913. See Chiverton
House Museum and the Northampton
Motors and Machinery Restoration Shed,
home to an impressive collection of vintage
motors and machinery.

The Northampton Botanic Line
The Botanic Line is a bush-garden walking
trail, which includes plantings of melaleucas,
grevilleas, acacias, verticordias and
everlasting wildflowers grown from native
seed collected locally. Free to the public,
it begins at Stephen Street and follows a
path alongside the old railway tracks, past
a replica of a rail siding house, down the hill
for approximately 400 metres.
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Northampton
Railway Precinct
Explore the region’s railway history, dating
back to 1879, by venturing along the Gwalla
Railway Station walk trail. Along the way,
you will see remnants of the station and
rail, which is coupled with informative
signage. Explore the Mary Street Railway
Precinct, opened in 1913, where you can
view the station office, carriages, platform,
weighbridge and railway memorabilia.

Explore Indigenous Culture
The sandstone escarpment following
the Bowes River is rich with Indigenous
culture, most notably Willy Gully Caves,
which feature rock art from the local
Nhanda people. This rock art explores
Indigenous traditions, ideas and values
specific to the region.

Bowes River and Little Bay
The Bowes River Mouth is a scenic
beach popular among surfers and
fishing enthusiasts. During the warmer
months, a pontoon is moored for swimmers
to enjoy and the jetty is popular for fishing
and squidding. A short 4WD north of
Horrocks, Little Bay offers a small campsite
among picturesque coastal scenery.

australiascoralcoast.com

PORT GREGORY

DISTANCE FROM PERTH: 513km
Located to the south of Kalbarri, near the mouth of the Hutt River, Port Gregory
is a scenic fishing village encircled by 5km of exposed coral reef. Originally
developed to serve the Geraldine mine, the town is now a holiday destination for
fishing and diving.

The Pink Lake – Hutt Lagoon
The mesmerising Hutt Lagoon,
commonly referred to as the Pink
Lake, is found on the picturesque coastal
road between Port Gregory and Kalbarri.
The dunaliella salina algae bloom within the
lake causes the water to turn pink in colour,
with the shade ranging from hot pink to
red to lilac depending on the time of day,
season and amount of cloud cover. The lake
is particularly spectacular when viewed on
a scenic flight - departing from Kalbarri or
Geraldton.
Tip: To see the lake at its most vivid, visit
during the mid-morning on a cloudless day.

Dune Buggy the Pink Lake
Jump on board a zippy dune
buggy for a different way to
experience the Pink Lake. Starting and
finishing at the Port Gregory Caravan Park,
the tour explores Port Gregory’s coastline
up sand dunes, where you will witness
stunning elevated views of the famous
Hutt Lagoon. This tour is limited to five
passengers, and runs for an hour.

#australiascoralcoast

Historic Lynton Convict
Hiring Station
Tucked away at the foot of rolling hills,
the Lynton Convict Hiring Station’s stone
buildings once housed convicts who
worked on the Geraldine mine and local
pastoral stations. The convict facilities were
built in 1853, and some of the buildings have
been carefully restored. Stop by to stretch
your legs and learn about the history of the
station through informative signage. Cross
over the fence at the stile and follow the
path to the top of the hill for panoramic
views.

NORTHAMPTON, HORROCKS
AND PORT GREGORY VISITOR
INFORMATION
Northampton Visitor Centre
202 Hampton Road,
Northampton WA 6535
T: +61 8 9934 1488
E: info@northampton.com.au
www.northampton.com.au
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KALBARRI

DISTANCE FROM PERTH: 577km
The town of Kalbarri is neighboured by two distinctly different landscapes – ancient rust-red inland gorges to the east, and
towering ocean cliffs moated by ocean waves to the west. Kalbarri offers a wealth of activities and attractions for people of all
ages and interests, from swimming, fishing, cruising, surfing and hiking to abseiling, quad biking, and whale watching.

Blue Holes Fish Sanctuary
Blue Holes is renowned for its
exceptional snorkelling and thriving
marine life. The area is a protected fish
habitat, featuring sections of reef that are
permanently submerged by the ocean (subtidal) as well as areas that are exposed at
low tide (intertidal). In order to preserve the
unique environment at Blue Holes, fishing is
totally banned.

Mazes, Movies and Macaws
Kalbarri is home to Rainbow Jungle, one
of Australia’s largest parrot habitats and
the country’s largest free flight aviary. The
tropical gardens are home to hundreds of
colourful birds from Australia and overseas.
Tickets can be purchased just to access the
maze, or coupled with entry into Rainbow
Jungle’s bird centre. Enjoy an evening under
the stars at the outdoor cinema (seasonal)
located in the parrot sanctuary – bring a
picnic or buy a tasty wood oven pizza.

Visit the New Playground
The newly developed Nature Playground
on the Kalbarri Foreshore is an ideal
activity for families. The playground
features an impressive flying fox and
wooden lookout tower, with shady trees
protecting the children from the sun.
Parents can relax at picnic tables, with
cafés and restaurants nearby.
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Catch a Wave at
Jacques Point
Jacques Point, (locally known
as “Jakes”) is renowned for its
superb left-hand reef break along the point
and is a favourite among experienced
surfers. Spectators can join in on the
action by watching from the beach, and
less experienced surfers can opt to surf in
Jakes Bay.

Quad Bike the Beach
For a different way to explore the
coastline, ride your own quad bike
or buggy along Wagoe Beach on a guided
tour. Enjoy the wind in your hair whilst
taking in breathtaking views.

Pelican Feeding
Meet Kalbarri’s resident pelicans
each morning at 8:45am, as they
make their way to the grassed area on the
foreshore near the intersections of Grey and
Wood Streets. Here, local volunteers feed
the pelicans whilst spectators watch on.
Fact: This tradition began with a local
Kalbarri fisherman who cleaned his catch
and threw the scraps to the pelicans.

Chinaman’s Beach

Wilderness Wildflowers
From July until October, around
1,000 species of wildflowers
progressively burst into bloom around
Kalbarri and within the Kalbarri National
Park, particularly along the tops of coastal
cliffs and gorges. Many species are endemic
to the region including the Kalbarri spider
orchid, cats paw and Murchison rose.
Contact the Kalbarri Visitor Centre for
information on where to find seasonal
wildflowers.

World-Class Fishing
Kalbarri boasts some of WA’s best shore
and boat angling, with fishermen reeling in
tailor, mulloway, gardie and Samson fish. Try
estuary fishing for whiting and black bream
or drop a net to yield blue swimmer and
mud crabs. Fishing charters are popular;
satisfying both the serious angler and the
novice. They regularly return with a bounty
of fish including mackerel, tuna, snapper,
dhufish, coral trout and bald chin groper.
Note: There is an annual West Coast
Demersal fishing ban from Cervantes to
Kalbarri from 15 October to 15 December
inclusive. Visit fish.wa.gov.au for further
information.

Make the most of the clear, tranquil waters
of Chinaman’s Beach on the Murchison
River. This swimming spot in the heart of
Kalbarri is popular among families due to its
safe swimming conditions.
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KALBARRI NATIONAL PARK - INLAND
DISTANCE FROM PERTH: 570km

Kalbarri National Park is one of the most spectacular parks in Western Australia. Covering
more than 180,000 hectares, the park is located on the lower reaches of the Murchison
River and extends westward to the iconic 100m tall Coastal Cliffs. All roads within the
park are sealed and suitable for 2WD vehicles. Parks and Wildlife services are working
to reintroduce native animals such as the chuditch and woylie back into the Park.
Note: Drinking water is not available
in the National Park, so be sure
to bring your own supply.

INLAND GORGE SITES
Over the past 400 million years, the
flow of the Murchison River has created
magnificent deep red and white banded
gorges, which stretch 80km toward the sea.
Explore the depths and heights of the river
gorges and admire the floral beauty of the
vast, rolling sandplains.
Note: Fees apply when entering the inland
gorge sites.

Ross Graham Lookout
and Hawk’s Head
Only a short walk from the carpark, Ross
Graham is the easiest place in the park to
access the Murchison River’s edge. It is
an ideal location to take a dip in the river,
walk along its banks or picnic. Enjoy the
views from the Hawk’s Head picnic area or
wander down the path to the lookout above
the river. This path is wheelchair accessible.

All Creatures, great and small
Some of the most common animals
you’ll encounter in the National Park are
kangaroos, emus, echidnas, thorny devil
lizards and an abundant bird population
including birds of prey like wedge-tailed
eagles. Please remember these animals are
wild; please do not feed them.

#australiascoralcoast

360° Views at Meanarra
At 207m above sea level, Meanarra Hill is
the perfect vantage point for 360° views
of Kalbarri and the Murchison River flowing
into the Indian Ocean – this is an ideal spot
for photos, especially at sunset!

Peer through Nature’s Window
Located just 500m from the Loop
carpark, Nature’s Window is one of
WA’s most iconic natural attractions. To access
the icon, walk down a picturesque trail to view
the rock formation that perfectly frames the
rugged upstream view of the Murchison River.
Nature’s Window marks the beginning and
end of the Loop, a 9km walking trail (class four
hike) which concludes at the Loop lookout.
Note: Temperatures in the River Gorges can
reach 50°C (122°F) in summer. Hike early
in the morning or late afternoon. Carry 4
litres of water per person per day, drinking
water is not available in the Park.

The Z-Bend Hike
Only a 600m walk from the car park, you will
come across what many consider to be the
most breathtaking view of the park. Below
the lookout, the Z-Bend gorge plunges
150m down to where red river gums create
a striking contrast against the earthy hews
of the Tumblagooda sandstone. Hikers will
enjoy the 6km Four Ways Trail (Idinggada
Yina) or the Z-Bend River Trail with steep
descents and ladder climbs leading to river
access with spectacular scenery.
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KALBARRI NATIONAL PARK - COASTAL
Kalbarri’s Coastal Cliffs feature magnificent, towering cliffs, which plummet down
to the ocean waves 100m below. Starting at Red Bluff, the dramatic coastal cliffs
extend 13km to the National Park’s southern boundary. These park sites are free
of charge. Numerous sign-posted pathways and lookouts provide safe exploration
of the ruggedly beautiful coastline. Look for migrating whales from late June to
November.

natural Bridge & Island Rock

Pot Alley

Only a short walk from the carpark, visitors
can enjoy stunning coastal views and look
out over the Natural Bridge for marine life,
including whales and dolphins. The resilient
Island Rock was once part of the shoreline
and now stands as a solitary ‘sea stack’
against the forces of the ocean, and is
reminiscent of the Twelve Apostles.

Pot Alley was named by local cray
fishermen after losing many cray pots to
this hazardous cove on the rocks. Enjoy
the spectacular ocean scenery amidst the
expansive rugged gorges or walk the short
track to the remote beach below.

Eagle Gorge
Take in views from the Eagle Gorge lookout,
named after the wedge-tailed eagles that
nest in the gorge. These magnificent birds
can often be seen soaring through the sky,
searching for prey. For anyone seeking a
little extra, take the stepped rocky path to
discover a secluded beach.

Bigurda Trail and the
Grandstand
Connecting Eagle Gorge to Natural
Bridge, this Bigurda (the Indigenous
name for a small kangaroo) Trail provides
stunning coastal views with great photo
opportunities. Halfway along the trail, make
sure to stop at the Grandstand to peer into
Kalbarri’s deep cavernous cliffs from the
walkway above. This unique walk offers a
vast array of wildflower species from July
to November with dolphin pods a common
sight, as well as humpback whales.
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Rainbow Valley &
Mushroom Rock
Informative signage along the path takes
you back 400 million years as you wander
along the marked circuit that connects
Rainbow Valley and Mushroom Rock.
Allow between one and two hours for the
walk, where you can marvel at the varied
geological formations and see kangaroos
feeding (best seen at dawn and dusk)
among the coastal heath.

Rust Rocks of Red Bluff
Red Bluff beach is a popular location
for fishing and swimming. Featuring a
picturesque white sandy beach contrasting
against striking rust red rocks, the Bluff is
particularly spectacular at sunset or for
whale watching from the lookout.

Kalbarri Visitor Information
Kalbarri Visitor Centre
70 Grey Street, Kalbarri WA 6536
T: (08) 9937 1104
E: bookings@kalbarri.org.au
www.kalbarri.org.au
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KALBARRI & SURROUNDS

ACCOMMODATION | TOURS & CHARTERS 

Horrocks Beach Caravan Park

Pink Lake Buggy Tours

A relaxing holiday destination located on the coast between Kalbarri and Geraldton. Horrocks
Beach Caravan Park is a unique destination which offers a quiet and unspoilt holiday for the
whole family. Guests always enjoy the friendly and peaceful atmosphere of the park. Horrocks
Beach Caravan Park is adjacent to a golf course, tennis courts and lawn bowls, perfect for the
whole family. A unique destination that offers a quiet, unspoilt holiday atmosphere, voted
Australia’s #1 beach. Luxury 2 bedroom holiday units and large shady sites.

Spot the local wildlife as we ride through
beach tracks up to the dunes where you
will have a stunning elevated view of the
Hutt Lagoon. An experience like no other!

Stay with Summerstar

1 North Court, Horrocks • Tel: +61 8 9934 3039
Email: info@ horrocksbeachcaravanpark.com.au
www.horrocksbeachcaravanpark.com.au

S U M M E R S TA R
T O U R I S T PA R K S
G E R A L D T O N

Experience the Pink Lake a
different way!

13 Sanford Street, Port Gregory WA
Tel: (08) 9935 1052
admin@portgregorycaravanpark.com.au
www.portgregorycaravanpark.com.au

ry
port grego

CARAVANPARK

Oakabella Homestead & Tea Rooms

Port Gregory Caravan Park WA

Located between Geraldton and Northampton 3kms west off NWC Highway
• Under new management and pet friendly
• Camping ground with amenities - stay 2 nights, get the 3rd night FREE - open all year
• Tour WA’s own heritage listed homestead and museum
• Taste our famous scones and Devonshire tea in the airconditioned comfort
of our licenced cafe
• Discover the ancient gorge and seasonal waterfall at Oakabella Creek

Situated within walking distance of the famous Hutt Lagoon (Pink Lake) and our
exquisite lagoon beach, our family friendly park is the perfect spot to enjoy fishing,
swimming, relaxing and everything the beautiful coral coast offers.
Our park offers grassed sites, clean ablutions, ensuite and standard cabins port gregory
and powered sites. Plenty of day trips to do from Port Gregory, it is a
wonderful place to base yourself as you explore the area.

Central location to park the van, stay a few nights and explore

Cafe open Thurs to Tues 9am-4pm, tours 10am & 2pm
423 Starling Road, Bowes, WA, 6535 (NW Coast Hwy) • Tel: (08) 9925 1033
info@oakabellahomestead.com.au • www.oakabellahomestead.com.au

Enter as strangers leave as friends!

13 Sanford Street, Port Gregory WA
Tel: (08) 08 9935 1052 • admin@portgregorycaravanpark.com.au
www.portgregorycaravanpark.com.au

CARAVANPARK

LOOK ONLINE

for more info,
itineraries and

INSPIRATION!

australiascoralcoast.com

#australiascoralcoast
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KALBARRI

ACCOMMODATION | TOURS & CHARTERS | VISITOR CENTRE
Kalbarri Visitor Centre

Ask the locals...

P (08) 9937 1104

Kalbarri Wagoe Beach Quad Bike Tours

Enjoy an unforgettable day of fun, discovery and adventure exploring Kalbarri’s, Wagoe Beach
on a guided self-drive Quad Bike Tour. By being part of this tour you will not only get to see
some of the magnificent sand dunes, pristine beach and wildlife at Wagoe, you will get to
ride your own 2 seater quad bike or 2, 3 or 4 seater buggy.
We will collect you from your accommodation in our courtesy bus and safety instructions,
helmets and complimentary light refreshments are provided.
Wagoe Farm, George Grey Drive, Kalbarri WA 6536
Tel: (08) 9936 6060
Email: wagoe1@westnet.com.au
www.kalbarriquad.com

Rainbow Jungle

Open Mon to Sat 9am-5pm & Sunday 9am-4pm
Come experience a touch of magic at the amazing Rainbow Jungle - Australia’s Best
Parrot Habitat. Wander amongst the parrots, along pathways, through landscaped
tropical gardens, past waterfalls, fountains and lily ponds. You may like to spot passing
whales from our whale watching tower or catch a night time movie at Parrotiso’s Outdoor
Cinema @ Rainbow Jungle. All new maze now open.
• Picnic areas available • Ample parking • Unique souvenirs and gifts
Red Bluff Road, Kalbarri WA 6536
Ph: (08) 9937 1248 • www.rainbowjunglekalbarri.com

Kalbarri Cellars Liquor Store

Kalbarri Scenic Flights

• Extensive wine range, great choice of WA Wines, huge sparkling selection
• ‘Ready to’ drinks, spirits & liqueurs, cocktail supplies
• Australian, boutique and international beers
• Gourmet cheeses and patés
• Friendly service
OPEN 7 DAYS
Monday to Saturday 10am – 8.30pm • Sunday 12 noon - 8pm

Other flights include the spectacular
Abrolhos Islands, Monkey Mia as well as
scenic River Gorges and Costal Cliffs all
in comfort with our well informed pilot.

Grey Street, Marine Shopping Centre, Kalbarri WA 6536 (next to the Post Office)
Email: kalbarricellars@bigpond.com • Ph: +61 8 9937 1361
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Pink Lake Flights only $199 p/p
Departing Kalbarri

38 Grey Street, Kalbarri WA 6536
Tel: (08) 9937 1130
E: info@kalbarriscenicflights.com.au
www.kalbarriscenicflights.com.au

Kalbarri Edge Resort
In the Heart of Kalbarri

Luxury 1 & 2 Bedroom Spa apartments,
Studio rooms, Pool, Restaurant, Foxtel
& FREE Wi Fi, close to Skate Park and
town centre.
22 Porter Street, Kalbarri WA 6536
Tel: (08) 9937 0000
Email: info@kalbarriedge.com.au
www.kalbarriedge.com.au
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#AUSTRALIAS
CORALCOAST
EXPLORE THE COAST ON SOCIAL MEDIA!
Facebook & YouTube | Australias Coral Coast
Instagram | @australiascoralcoast #australiascoralcoast

@scottslawinski

@sarahbyden

@gypsylovinlight + @bobbybense

@travel_withlo

@astrophotobear

#australiascoralcoast

@fotobyben

@_aswewander
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Spectacular

SHARK BAY
With its white sandy beaches, turquoise waters, rust-red
sand dunes and abundant wildlife, Shark Bay became
Western Australia’s first World Heritage listed area in 1991.
The 12 species of seagrass found in Shark Bay cover over
4,000 square kilometres (approximately the size of the
Perth metropolitan area), and support a high diversity
of fauna such as dolphins, fish, turtles and prawns. This
sea grass is a vital food source for one of the most stable
dugong populations in the world, with over 10,000 dugongs
inhabiting the Shark Bay region. Take the World Heritage
Drive to see the natural wonders of the area and discover
for yourself why the region is so significant.

BEST TIME TO VISIT:

Denham & Monkey Mia: March - November
Dirk Hartog Island: March - October (weather) and August - September (wildlife)
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TOP TEN
1. MEET the world’s smartest wild
dolphins at Monkey Mia

2. SEE the oldest living fossils on Earth;
the Hamelin Pool Stromatolites

3. EXPLORE the Shark Bay Discovery
Centre

4. DRIVE Francois Peron National Park
by 4WD

5. LEARN the history of the Indigenous
Malgana people

6. WALK the boardwalk at Eagle Bluff
7. LEARN from marine biologists at
the Aquarium

8. CRUISE the Bay looking for
endangered dugongs

9. FLY & DRIVE Dirk Hartog Island
10. VISIT the world-famous Shell Beach
#australiascoralcoast
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SHARK BAY WORLD HERITAGE AREA
DISTANCE FROM PERTH: 735km

The stunning Shark Bay World Heritage area was Western Australia’s first UNESCO
World Heritage listing, spanning over 22,000sq km (66% of which is marine based).
The colourful and diverse landscapes, endemic flora and fauna as well as world-class
examples of Earth’s ecological processes, rank the area as one of our planet’s most
important wilderness regions. Fly to Shark Bay with Regional Express from Perth.

See the World’s Oldest
Lifeforms
Hamelin Pool is one of only four
locations on Earth where living
marine stromatolites exist. Located in
1956, these rock-like living fossils are the
oldest and simplest forms of life on earth
dating back 3.5 billion years. The water at
Hamelin Pool is twice as saline as usual
sea water meaning that few predators and
competitors can survive these conditions,
allowing the microbes to form stromatolites.
Use the viewing platform over the water
or snorkel with the stromatolites as part
of a helicopter tour (departing Denham
or Carnarvon). Alternatively, join a 4WD
snorkelling tour departing from Denham.

The Dugong
Due to the vast sea grass meadow
feeding grounds in the Marine
Park, dugongs can be found year-round
in Shark Bay, but are most active between
September – November (spring). The
area supports 10% of the world’s total
dugong population. You can’t help but
be enchanted by these graceful creatures
which can grow up to three metres in
length and weigh as much as 400kg.
Encounter dugongs on a wildlife cruise or
spot them on a scenic flight above the bay.
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Stunning Shell Beach
Stretching over 70km with a depth
of 10m, this pristine white beach
is made up of billions of tiny cockle shells,
and was named a top beach by National
Geographic. On a still day, the ocean at Shell
Beach transforms into a palette of the most
intense greens and blues - and the water is
incredibly salty, making it very easy to float.

Visit Australia’s Most
Western Point
Accessible only by experienced four-wheel
drivers, Steep Point is known by West
Australians as a top land-based game
fishing location. The area is also a great
diving location full of rays, fish and colourful
corals, and features the magnificent
Zuytdorp Cliffs, which tower 200m above
sea level. Steep Point offers camping at
various locations and views of amazing
scenery (including the False Entrance and
Thunder Bay Blowholes). Visit for the day
on tour by boat, 4WD or scenic flight.

Unique & Endangered Wildlife
A wildlife haven, Shark Bay is home to 17
species of mammals, 98 species of reptiles
and amphibians and more than 230 species
of birds. Join a tour or self-guide as you look
for Shark Bay’s population of mammals,
including four species that are found nowhere
else on Earth. Visit the Shark Bay Discovery
and Visitor Centre for more information.

australiascoralcoast.com

FRANCOIS PERON NATIONAL PARK
DISTANCE FROM PERTH: 832km

Francois Peron National Park is known for its contrasting red cliffs, white beaches, blue waters, and free roaming wildlife such as
bungarra lizards, emus and thorny devils. The park offers a wilderness experience through arid shrublands, rolling sandplains
and coastal scenery, with a 4WD being required.
Note: The Park has no running water so bring your own supply, or join an organised tour.

Where the Desert meets
the Ocean
The ocean shouldn’t be touching
a desert, but at Francois Peron
National Park, this is exactly what happens
- have you ever seen rust-red desert
sand meet brilliant white beach sand and
azure blue water? The road to the Peron
Homestead is accessible for 2WD vehicles
but high clearance 4WDs are essential for
travel further north into the park. Park and
camping fees applicable.
Tip: When entering the Park, make sure to
deflate car tyres by the Homestead. There is
a tyre compressor station at the Homestead
for your convenience.

Aboriginal Cultural Tours
Gutharraguda (meaning ‘two
waters’) is the Aboriginal name
for Shark Bay; home to the local Nhanda
and Malgana people. Gain an Indigenous
perspective of Shark Bay by taking a
walking and kayaking day tour, or a night
tour with a local Malgana guide. Learn
about the area’s history and its many
plants and animals. Try your hand at animal
tracking, and discover which plants make
good bush tucker and medicine. On tour,
you will visit significant cultural sites which
have been inhabited by Aboriginal people
for thousands of years.

#australiascoralcoast

Camp on Red Dirt by Blue Waters

Hot Tub at the Homestead

A range of designated basic campsites
are located in the region – most notably at
Herald Bight, Big Lagoon, Bottle Bay and
Gregories. Gas barbecues are supplied.
Many campsites lead to top fishing spots
along the coastline and are great places to
spot marine life or bird colonies. You’ll find
prints left by emus, reptiles and mammals
such as endangered bilbies.
Note: Wood fires and pets are not
permitted in the park, and visitors should
bring their own water, and remove their
own waste.

The Peron Homestead is accessible by
2WD vehicles and offers a glimpse of
life from the 1950s when the park was a
working sheep station. Join a guided tour
from Denham or take a self-guided walk
using the Station’s informative signage.
An interpretative centre depicts stories
of Indigenous inhabitants, European
colonisation and the current conservation
program, Project Eden. The natural hot tub
is a popular spot to relax and soak in the
hot artesian waters. The nearby lawn and
barbecue area is a great spot for picnics.

Salt-Lagoon Birrada

Beautiful Bottle Bay

An unusual feature of Shark Bay is its
gypsum clay pans, known as Birridas. These
land-locked saline lakes support specially
adapted plant and animal species. The sea
has also re-flooded some coastal Birridas,
creating the inland bays of Big Lagoon and
Little Lagoon, which are known for their
beauty and thriving ecological significance.
Big Lagoon is home to dugongs, dolphins
and green turtles, and offers camping
(4WD access only). Little Lagoon is a
natural nursery for crabs and whiting, and
offers day-access only with BBQ facilities.
Kayak the lagoons or see them from a
scenic flight tour – they are spectacular
from above.

Located in Francois Peron National Park,
Bottle Bay is home to plunging red sea cliffs
which frame a coastal landscape of red,
white and blue. Bush camping, four-wheel
driving and beach fishing are popular here
in addition to swimming and boating.

Skip Jack Point & Wanamalu Trail
Located along the cliff edge between Cape
Peron and Skipjack Point, this 1.5km trail
provides excellent views of the coastline.
Informative signs along the trail provide an
introduction to the features of the area, and
two viewing platforms at Skipjack Point offer
striking coastal views and the opportunity to
view Shark Bay’s abundant marine life.
Note: Swimming is not advised at Cape
Peron due to strong currents.
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DENHAM

DIRK HARTOG ISLAND

DISTANCE FROM PERTH: 809km
Denham is the gateway to the beautiful and fascinating Shark Bay World Heritage Area.
This is a departure point for cruises and tours, with the town positioned right on the beach.

Shark Bay World Heritage
Discovery & Visitor Centre
The Shark Bay World Heritage
Discovery and Visitor Centre
celebrates Shark Bay’s ecosystem
biodiversity and explores the area’s World
Heritage listing, history, natural landscape
and animals. Visit the HMAS Sydney
II memorial and the Fire on the Water
exhibition. The 15 minute 3D film and
accompanying exhibit tell the story of the
battle between HMAS Sydney II and HSK
Kormoran, tracing the events of this World
War II naval battle 200km off the coast of
Shark Bay. The centre is open daily except
Christmas Day and Good Friday.

Fun on the Foreshore
Kids will love the shipwreck themed
playground at Denham’s foreshore, with
a nearby pontoon to jump off and swim
around the bay. Add a flip-flop, jandal or
holiday footwear to the “Thong Shack” – ask
a local where it’s located on Denham beach!

Year-round Fishing
The lure of catching the coveted pink
snapper and many other species of fish
attracts many recreational fishermen to
Shark Bay. The protected waters also
sustain extensive seagrass beds, which are
key nursery areas for finfish, prawns and
scallops. Join a fishing tour from Denham
to access the best local spots. Stop by the
Visitor Centre for current fishing information.
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Walking Trails
The 5km Nicholson Point trail meanders
from Denham across shrub lands to Little
Lagoon and offers a large range of plant
species and bird life. Denham’s Discovery
Trail will take you past sites of interest in
town, covering 2.3km.

Dive and Snorkel the Bay
Divers are spoilt for choice in Shark Bay.
The jewel in the crown has to be a day at
Steep Point exploring Monkey Rock. The
crystal waters of Dirk Hartog Island offer
excellent snorkelling conditions. For thrill
seekers, try an up close, no cage dive in the
Ocean Park Aquarium’s tank full of lemon
and sandbar sharks. Book these tours with
Shark Bay Dive & Marine Safaris.

Explore the Ocean without
getting Wet
Shark Bay’s Ocean Park Aquarium not only
protects rescued turtles, sharks and fish,
but allows visitors to meet them up close.
Guided tours with marine scientists are
offered continuously throughout the day,
or opt for a meal at Oceans Restaurant
overlooking Tinkerbell Flats.

Sunset at Eagle Bluff
Just 20km south of Denham is
Eagle Bluff, a scenic viewpoint
featuring a 100m walkway along the ridge
of a cliff face. The ocean views from this
vantage point are breathtaking, with
turtles, rays and large fish to be seen in the
shallow waters below. Visit at sunset for an
extraordinary experience.

For those who like a little seclusion,
Dirk Hartog Island offers a peaceful
retreat featuring beautiful scenery
and private white sandy beaches. The
Island was the site of the first recorded
landing on Australian soil by Europeans
and celebrated its 400 year anniversary
in October 2016.

Sleepover on the Island
Located within the original limestone
shearers’ quarters built over a century
ago, guests can stay at the rustic lodge or
ocean-side villas. Experience the last sunset
in Australia from the top of Herald Height’s
180m high cliffs. There are a number of
designated campsites available to book
through the Island’s website.
Note: Air or boat transfers and accommodation
must be arranged in advance.

Day Trip
Join a guided tour to visit the
impressive False Bay Blowholes
and Surf Point Sanctuary Zone, where
you can spot countless small sharks in the
shallows. Tours departing from Denham
also offer the opportunity for fishing and
snorkelling.

Wildlife Spotting
The island is home to 81 bird species,
various reptiles and frogs, ghost crabs, and
is a turtle nesting zone. The best way to see
wildlife is by 4WD; BYO car or join a 4WD
day tour. Guided walking tours are also
available from the Homestead, going past
the Rose de Freycinet Lake, aptly named
due to its pink rose colour.
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MONKEY MIA

DISTANCE FROM PERTH: 835km
28km from the town of Denham, Monkey Mia Conservation Park is home to the world famous Monkey Mia dolphins, and is a must-visit
destination for families, kayakers and nature lovers alike. Visitor fees apply to all people visiting Monkey Mia, including resort guests.
National Park Passes are not valid for Monkey Mia Conservation Park. Monkey Mia is a 2hr flight from Perth (with Regional Express).

The Bottlenose Dolphins

Choose an Eco-Tour

Monkey Mia LIVE!

The dolphins of Monkey Mia
are famous for their daily ritual
(stretching back 40 years) of swimming
to shore to interact with humans. Standing
still in knee-deep water encourages the
dolphins to approach you under the
supervision of park rangers. The dolphins
are wild, so their numbers and time of visits
vary, however they often visit the shore
between 7.45am and 12pm. Being wild,
there are no set times for the feeds, but it is
recommended to arrive at 7.30am.

Explore the Shark Bay Marine Park on
board an eco-tour. Home to more than
320 species of fish, Marine Park cruises
always impress with turtles, dolphins, manta
rays, whales (in season), and dugongs
spotted on the cruise or from lookout
points on shore. Shark Bay is an important
turtle nesting location with up to 6,000
marine turtles living in the water, including
endangered loggerhead turtles.

After you’ve visited us in Shark Bay, relive the
Monkey Mia experience! Watch our dolphins
being fed any day of the year from the
comfort of your home via the live streaming
beach-cameras: www.monkeymialive.com.

Shark Bay Visitor Information
Shark Bay World Heritage
Discovery and Visitor Centre
53 Knight Tce, Denham WA 6537
T: +61 8 9948 1590 or 1300 367 072
E: sbdc@sharkbay.wa.gov.au
www.sharkbayvisit.com.au

visit the rehabilitation
AQUARIUM

#australiascoralcoast
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SHARK BAY & SURROUNDS 

ACCOMMODATION | TOURS & CHARTERS | VISITOR CENTRE

Photo: Julie Burgher

Shark Bay World Heritage Discovery & Visitor Centre

Oceanside Village

Visit the accredited Shark Bay World Heritage Discovery & Visitor Centre for friendly
local advice and take advantage of our free booking service for all your tour and
accommodation needs. Visit the Centre to discover the significance of our World
Heritage listing and the rich Indigenous and European history of the area.
Immerse yourself in the regions maritime history and visit the HMAS
Sydney (II) memorial, Fire on the Water exhibit and 3D film.
Open 7 days a week (Closed Christmas & Good Friday)

Oceanside Village offers modern 3½ self contained villas in Denham, right in the heart
of Shark Bay World Heritage Region.
• 22 (1 & 2 bedroom) • Air-conditioned • Extremely quite location • Free WIFI & Foxtel
• Pool, BBQ & games area • Laundry • Ample parking for boats & trailers
• A 2 minute walk to the supermarket, restaurants and shops • Wheelchair accessible
• Gateway to Francois Peron National Park
• 20 minute drive to the famous Monkey Mia Dolphins

53 Knight Terrace, Denham • Ph: 1300 367 072
sbdc@sharkbay.wa.gov.au • www.sharkbayvisit.com.au

117 Knight Terrace Denham WA 6537 • Ph: +61 8 9948 3003
Find us on Facebook • E: info@oceanside.com.au • www.oceanside.com.au

Discover the pristine wilderness of this World Heritage listed area

Absolute Beachfront holiday accommodation

Reel Force Charters

Wooleen Station

Taking in the spectacular views of the
Zuyptorp Cliffs, Steep Point, Dirk Hartog
Island to Dorre Island targeting all top
water to bottom dwelling fish species.
Look forward to seeing you aboard.
Operating July - December.

Wooleen Station is one of the finest working cattle stations in the heart of outback Western Australia and is dedicated to the restoration
of our natural environment. Wooleen is situated on the Murchison River and covers over a quarter of a million acres of picturesque
rangelands. Your hosts, Frances and David Pollock, make the outback come alive, ensuring your station experience is enjoyable, comfortable
and informative. The station offers various forms of accommodation from nature-based remote camping to rammed earth self-contained
guesthouses. Alternatively, book a catered and hosted package in the gracious National Trust listed Wooleen Homestead, where you’ll
get the best of local produce whilst chatting with other guests and your hosts over dinner. Self-drives routes, birdwatching, hiking or
cycling trails will fill your days at the station. Join David Pollock on a 3hr guided Sunset Tour and learn
about the important need to recuperate country whilst producing sustainably for the future.

A ‘Reel’ Fishing Adventure

Ocean to Outback - amazing diversity to create the perfect holiday

Denham Jetty
Tel: 0458 004 411
www.reelforcecharters.com.au

Twin Peaks - Wooleen Road, Murchison WA 6630 • Tel: (08) 9963 7973 • www.wooleen.com.au

Escape the mainland in your own 4WD and discover Dirk Hartog Island’s unique wildlife, natural beauty
and spectacular landscapes. Camp out under the stars, stay in a self-contained villa or spoil your self at the Eco Lodge.
Visit the landing site of the first European in Australia, watch baby turtles hatch, view the endangered
black & white wren, watch whales from 600ft high cliffs, discover the amazing wildflowers,
catch a fish, snorkel in a marine sanctuary, spot a dugong or just relax on a secluded beach.
BOOK NOW
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P

08 9948 1211

E

escape@dirkhartogisland.com

Dirk Hartog Island

WALKING WITH WHALES

NEW

1 night / 2 day, Self Guided Walk | $395 per person
Includes: Return Transfers ex Denham,
Eco Lodge accomodation; dinner & breakfast
dirkhartogisland

www.dirkhartogisland.com
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Dolphins
are just the beginning
of your adventure

Top 5 things to do in Monkey Mia:
» Meet the friendly dolphins
» Hire a kayak and explore Shark Bay
» Set sail on a catamaran cruise
» Explore Shell Beach, one of only
two beaches in the world made of
cockle shells
» Dine at the Boughshed Restaurant
at sunset

Recently redeveloped with three times the size caravan and camping area, new family beachfront cabins
and more to explore.

Call 1800 871 570, or visit
racparksandresorts.com.au
racparksandresorts.com.au

Monkey Mia
Dolphin Resort

*Terms and conditions apply. Discount varies according to season. See website for full details.

RAC Parks & Resorts » Busselton » Cable Beach » Cervantes » Exmouth » Karri Valley » Margaret River » Monkey Mia » Ningaloo

experience the
NINGALOO
region
Regarded as one of the last great ocean
paradises, Ningaloo Reef is Australia’s
largest fringing reef system, stretching
300km from Red Bluff (at Carnarvon) to
the Muiron Islands in the north (off the
coast of Exmouth). Visitors from near
and far come to experience the Ningaloo
Coast World Heritage Area.
In the south, Carnarvon is an ideal base
for day trips and overnight visits to the
southern Ningaloo Reef and Gascoyne
Hinterland. Further north, Coral Bay is
a small, laid back seaside location and
one of WA’s premier family holiday
destinations. The town of Exmouth is the
northern gateway to the Ningaloo Reef
and is the perfect location from which
to explore the impressive landscape of
the Cape Range National Park and the
underwater wonders of the Ningaloo
Marine Park.

BEST TIME TO VISIT: March - November
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TOP TEN
1. SWIM with whale sharks, manta rays
and humpback whales

2. VISIT the Carnarvon Space and
Technology Museum

3. SLEEP on a catamaran out of
Coral Bay

4. DIVE the Navy Pier at night
5. EAT fresh produce from Carnarvon’s
‘Fruit Loops’ trail

6. SWIM and snorkel at Coral Bay
7. HIKE OR CRUISE Yardie Creek in
Cape Range National Park

8. STAY at an Outback Station Stay
9. DRINK and eat at craft breweries
10. EXPLORE Exmouth’s Ningaloo

Aquarium and Discovery Centre

#australiascoralcoast
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NINGALOO COAST
WORLD HERITAGE AREA
The Ningaloo Coast World Heritage Area covers
more than 600,000 hectares and includes Red
Bluff, Gnaraloo Bay, the Ningaloo Marine Park,
Cape Range National Park, the Bundegi and
Jurabi Coastal Parks and the Muiron Islands
Marine Management Area.
The magnificent gentle giants of the sea – the
whale sharks - alongside manta rays, turtles,
fish and humpback whales attract visitors from
across the globe.
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Ningaloo Marine Park

The Reef through Glass

Swim with a Sea Turtle

The Ningaloo Marine Park extends 10 nautical
miles seaward and encompasses over 5,000
square kilometres of ocean. Home to around
300 species of coral and 500 species of fish,
the Ningaloo Reef is just a few metres from
the shore in some places and therefore
easily accessible for snorkellers.

Explore the reef without getting wet! Daily
glass bottom boat tours depart from Coral
Bay and Exmouth with guides who really
explain the heart of the Ningaloo Reef – its
eco system, ancient coral formations and
how we protect it. See the marine life of the
shallow lagoon water. Tours offer snorkelling
opportunities and can be an hour, half day
or full day in length.

Six of the world’s seven species of sea turtle
can be found in the waters of the Ningaloo
Coast, with green, loggerhead and hawksbill
turtles the most common. The Ningaloo
Coast is an important breeding ground
where turtles come ashore to lay their
eggs during December/January, before
the hatchlings venture into the ocean.
Exmouth’s Jurabi Turtle Centre, located just
south of the Vlamingh Head Lighthouse,
provides information and turtle nesting
tours from December to February. Turtles
can be snorkelled with year-round in the
Ningaloo Reef inner lagoon.

Swim with the Whale Shark
Ningaloo Reef offers a bucketlist experience - swim alongside
the world’s largest fish – the beautiful and
harmless whale shark – which can grow
up to 18m long. Ningaloo Reef has the
world’s highest reliability rate of whale
shark interactions, with whale shark tours
operating in Coral Bay and Exmouth.
Tours are offered from mid-March to early
September with the season concluding in
Coral Bay earlier than Exmouth. However,
check australiascoralcoast.com for precise
season dates.

Secluded Southern Gateway
North of Carnarvon along the coast, you’ll
find Ningaloo’s most remote coastal
wilderness locations from Point Quobba
to Gnaraloo Bay. Located in the southern
part of the Ningaloo Coast World Heritage
Area, this scenic stretch of coastline boasts
towering cliffs, beautiful beaches and plenty
of wildlife. 4WD or visit for the day by
helicopter to enjoy great fishing, surfing,
windsurfing, kitesurfing, snorkelling and
wildlife encounters.

Befriend a Humpback Whale
Tourists can view or interact with
humpback whales in the water as
part of eco-tours running out of Exmouth
and Coral Bay. Humpback whales visit the
Ningaloo Coast from June to November on
their annual migration from Antarctica to
our northern breeding grounds.

#australiascoralcoast

Outback Station Stays
The Coral Coast is home to a
number of Station Stays - working
livestock farms where you can stay
overnight. Many stations are found in the
World Heritage Area, often near a body of
water. Try Wooramel River Retreat, Quobba
and Red Bluff or Bullara Station. Stay in
your caravan, pitch a tent, sleep in an ecotent, or occupy the old sheep shearing
quarters with comfy beds. Try Bullara
Station’s “outdoor bathroom” where you
can have a hot shower under the stars in an
enclosed rainwater tank!

Fantastic Fishing
With a diverse range of game, sport, reef
and fly fishing on offer, Ningaloo is among
the world’s best fishing destinations. The
waters surrounding Exmouth hold over
40 different game fish, including all six
Australian species of billfish. Fish from
the shore, from a boat or cast a line from
the Learmonth Jetty. For beach fishing,
try Point Maud at Coral Bay. Hire a boat
or book a fishing charter from Carnarvon,
Coral Bay or Exmouth or try balloon
fishing at Quobba Station and Red Bluff.
Visit Exmouth during March for the annual
GAMEX fishing competition.

A Day at the Muiron Islands
Situated just 9.8 nautical miles off the North
West Cape, the water surrounding these
two uninhabited islands is teeming with
marine life. Amazing corals, fish, manta
rays and snorkelling opportunities make
the Muirons well worth a visit. With great
coral bommies and protected reef, the
Muirons also offer world-class diving. Dive
and snorkelling tours to the Muiron Islands
operate out of Exmouth.

Learn to Dive
The calm waters of Ningaloo Reef are
the ideal location for your first attempt at
SCUBA diving, or to continue your diving
education. Operators in Exmouth and Coral
Bay are PADI certified, offering half or full
day lessons. Ningaloo has a range of dive
site types including shore, night, wreck,
deep, reef and cave.

Note: Check sanctuary zones before fishing,
or ask a Visitor Centre for fishing guidelines
in the Ningaloo Marine Park zone.
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CARNARVON

DISTANCE FROM PERTH: 905km
Ideally situated between the Shark Bay and Ningaloo Coast World Heritage Areas,
Carnarvon is a great place to rest, relax and recharge. Enjoy an abundance of fresh
fruit, vegetables and seafood whilst learning about the fascinating Indigenous and
Colonial pioneering heritage of the region.

Food & Heritage Walking Tour

Weekend Markets

Take a walking tour to learn about
Carnarvon’s heritage buildings and rich
history, and immerse yourself in fresh local
produce and seafood. Local chefs will
prepare memorable dishes in some of the
oldest buildings in Carnarvon. Book your
tour with the Carnarvon Visitor Centre.

Taking place every Saturday morning from
late May to early October, the Gascoyne
Growers Market operates in front of the
Visitor Centre. The markets offer local
tropical fruits, homemade ice-creams,
ready to eat meals (perfect for travellers!)
and a wide variety of vegetables, herbs,
honey, cakes, jams, relishes, plants and
handmade crafts.

Fascine Waterways
Carnarvon’s central waterway, known as
the Fascine, features several grassed picnic
areas with BBQs, a swimming pontoon and
children’s playground, and is an ideal spot
to catch the sunset whilst enjoying some
local produce.

Carnarvon Space and
Technology Museum
The Space and Technology
Museum is located at OTC Satellite
Earth Station and celebrates the role which
the NASA Carnarvon Tracking Station
played in the manned space program
in the 1960s and 1970s. The Centre has
various interactive displays and experiences
including the Apollo (capsule) simulation,
planetarium movies, NASA memorabilia, the
space theatre and space shop. Open daily:
9am – 4pm (April to September) and 10am
– 2pm (October to March).
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Tip: The markets are plastic bag free, so be
sure to take along your reusable bags.

Release Your Inner Foodie
Carnarvon is known for its lush
horticultural landscapes, supplying
70% of WA’s fresh produce. Carnarvon
was the first location in Australia where
bananas were grown! A drive along the
scenic North and South River Roads,
known as “The Fruit Loop”, will take
you past working plantations – some of
which run roadside stalls or shop fronts
where you can purchase a wide range
of preserves, dried fruits and ice-creams
made fresh from seasonal fruit and
vegetables. Visit mid-August for the annual
Gascoyne Food Festival when visiting
chefs make delicious meals from local
produce.
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Sustainable Seafood
A significant portion of WA’s seafood
comes from Carnarvon’s thriving prawn,
scallop, crab and fishing industries. From
March to November, freshly caught seafood
can be purchased directly from outlets.
Cooked prawns and crabs can also be
purchased to take away.

Snorkelling ‘the Aquarium’
Located 1km south of the Blowholes,
Point Quobba is a pristine beach
protected by a coral reef. This calm,
coral filled lagoon is known by locals
as “The Aquarium”. With a white sandy
shoreline, this area is ideal for snorkelling,
swimming, sun bathing and picnics. There
is also a camping area (fee payable).
Campers are required to bring water,
firewood and supplies.

Kitesurfing in the
Warmer Months
Carnarvon continues to grow in popularity
among kite surfers in the warmer months
from November to January. The warm
winds at Pelican Point make it the perfect
location to explore on your board by
day, with time to chill out at a local pub
in the evening. Another popular spot is
Tombstones at Gnaraloo Bay (150km north
of Carnarvon).

HMAS Sydney II Memorial

This memorial, featuring 645 plaques,
was erected on Carnarvon’s Fascine and
opened in early 2016 to commemorate the
75th anniversary of the sinking of HMAS
Sydney II on 19 November 1941.

#australiascoralcoast

Honeycomb Gorge and the
Kennedy Ranges
Situated 160km east of Carnarvon, the
Kennedy Range National Park is simply
stunning. You will need a 4WD to selfdrive the Park, or explore with a local day
tour operator - coach tours and helicopter
flights offer a different point of view of
the Park. The ranges are 75km long and
up to 25km wide and can be viewed from
several scenic walk trails. Photography, bush
camping, hiking and a trek to the top of the
ranges can easily fill your time at Kennedy
Range National Park.

Carnarvon Heritage Precinct
The Carnarvon Heritage Precinct is home
to the Kimberley Steam Train, Lighthouse
Keeper's Cottage and Shearers Hall of
Fame. Immerse yourself in fascinating
local history at the Heritage Precinct’s
Interpretive Centre. The Heritage Precinct
is the ideal spot for bird watching or a
sunset picnic among the mangroves. Visit
Sunsets Café for breakfast, tapas or sunset
drinks. Open daily 9am-4pm from April to
October with abridged opening times from
November to March.

Carnarvon Tramway Walk Trail
This 2.5km walk trail connects the town
with the Heritage Precinct. The Tramway
Bridge across the southern arm of the
Gascoyne River was constructed during
the 1900s to transport goods between the
port of Carnarvon and the town centre. The
full walking trail continues another 2km to
the Carnarvon Heritage Precinct. Signage
regarding local flora and fauna can be
found along the trail.

Mindblowing Blowholes
Located just 75km north of Carnarvon,
the Blowholes form a natural spectacle
as the ocean is forced through sea caves
before exploding out through holes in the
rock. Depending on the swell, the spray
can reach up to 20m high. Fresh water is
not available at the Blowholes, so ensure
you have a decent supply before leaving
Carnarvon – make a day of it and pack a
picnic! Alternatively, visit the Blowholes by
helicopter and snorkel the aquarium.
Note: This coastline can be dangerous so
keep a wary eye on the tides and be careful
of king waves.

Secluded Shorelines
Head off the beaten track to find your
own private beach. Drive 40km south
of Carnarvon, where you’ll find Bush
Bay and New Beach - each perfect for
a swim and a picnic. Want something
even more private? Join the Golden Cliffs
Heli-Snorkel tour to Cape Cuvier, only
accessible by boat or helicopter.

Carnarvon Visitor Centre
21 Robinson Street,
Carnarvon WA 6701
T: +61 8 9941 1146
E: tourism@www.carnarvon.org.au
www.carnarvon.org.au
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CORAL BAY

DISTANCE FROM PERTH: 1,132km
Coral Bay is a marine paradise with accommodation directly opposite the Ningaloo Reef and its calm bays. Named Coral Bay
due to the beautiful coral gardens which lie just metres from the pristine white sandy beaches, this laid back seaside location is
a must visit destination for nature and wildlife lovers.

Meet the Manta Rays

Mesmerising Coral Formations

Cruise the Bay

Coral Bay is a manta ray hotspot,
with few other places in the
world lucky enough to have a “resident”
population of approximately 80 manta rays.
Manta rays can grow to have a wingspan
several metres wide, and are harmless to
humans (they have no tail barb). Coral Bay
is one of the worldwide hubs for Project
Manta, an identification and tracking
program researching these fascinating
creatures. Tours depart from Coral Bay
all year round and offer an unforgettable
experience.

Many of the best coral formations are
only accessible with help of a snorkel, dive
or kayaking tour operator. Marine life is
plentiful and you’re likely to encounter timid
reef sharks, dugongs and turtles among
the expansive coral gardens. You’ll be
impressed by the cabbage coral formations
which grow up to 5m in diameter.

Sail the crystal-clear waters of Coral Bay on
board a sunset cruise, half day reef explorer
or a multi-day overnight SCUBA tour. Cruise
during the day, afternoon or evening – due
to the seasonal and residential marine
life found here, you won’t have the same
experience twice!

Fact: More than 800 individual manta rays
have been recorded over the last 10 years
by Project Manta.

Luxury Catamaran Escape
Why not explore Ningaloo Reef in
style aboard a luxury catamaran?
Go swimming, snorkelling and SCUBA
diving along untouched coral gardens
teeming with marine life. Extended/
overnight tours depart from Coral Bay.

Quad Bikes and Snorkel Treks
Explore the beaches, bush tracks and
dunes by quad bike. Join a tour from Coral
Bay which includes access to some of
Coral Bay’s best snorkelling locations, such
as Fiver Fingers or Oyster Bridge, only
accessible by 4WD or quad bike.
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Ningaloo Reef by Air
Take to the air and view the contrasting
landscapes and Ningaloo Reef seascapes –
spotting humpback whales, whale sharks,
manta rays and turtles from high above.
These unforgettable sights are possible from
light aircraft scenic flights from Coral Bay.

Snorkel the Bays
Situated on the doorstep of Coral
Bay’s accommodation, Bill’s Bay and
Purdy Point are calm and protected swimming
locations ideal for families. This is a sanctuary
zone, where fishing is prohibited, meaning
there is plenty to be seen whilst snorkelling.
South of Purdy Point is the aptly named
Paradise Beach, with white sand, crystal
clear waters and a shallow drift snorkel trail.

Seaside Dining
Enjoy dining within walking distance of the
beach - pick up breakfast from the bakery,
enjoy a tasty meal at Fin’s, try a delicious
pizza at The Reef Restaurant, drink by the
pool at Shades or try Bill’s Bar; offering
lunch and dinner in a modern setting with an
alfresco area, beer garden and sports bar.

4WD to Secret Spots
A 4WD track approximately 10km north
of Coral Bay allows you to traverse the
coast heading north. The track eventually
hits Ningaloo Station at the southern end
of Cape Range National Park and opens
up to the Point Cloates Lighthouse and
Norwegian Bay Whaling Station ruins.
Note: This track is suitable only for
competent four-wheel drivers. Be sure to
check with Exmouth’s Parks and Wildlife
office before you set out.

Game Fishing
Jump on board a fishing tour with one of
Coral Bay’s expert fishing operators, where
you can experience exciting sport fishing
whilst using top of the range quality tackle.
Catch rates are impressive among the
operators, meaning you’re sure to have an
action packed fishing adventure!
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EXMOUTH

DISTANCE FROM PERTH: 1,260km
Situated at the northern gateway of the Ningaloo Coast World Heritage Area, Exmouth is the perfect base to explore
the spectacular landscapes of the Cape Range National Park and the underwater wonders of the Ningaloo Marine Park.
Fact: The eternally sunny Exmouth enjoys around 320 days of sunshine each year.

Explore the Ningaloo Aquarium
and Discovery Centre
The Ningaloo Aquarium and
Discovery Centre is located in
the Ningaloo Centre; Exmouth’s new state
of the art visitor, research, education and
community hub. The Centre is the perfect
way to experience all that the region has
to offer in one place. Learn all about the
region’s unique environment and history
in the three engaging interactive display
areas showcasing the World Heritage
listed Ningaloo Reef, Cape Range and
town of Exmouth. The impressive 55,000
litre aquarium is one of Australia’s largest
live coral exhibits and is home to over 50
different species of marine life native to
the Ningaloo Reef. Enjoy the exhibits, ride
the Red Bus, experience the Cyclone Room,
discover the mysteries of a cave system,
design and release your own digital fish and
much more (for all ages). Open weekdays
8.30am to 5pm, and weekends 9am to 5pm
(weekends 9am to 1pm from November to
March).

Kayak the Coast
Half and full day kayaking tours are a unique
way to explore Exmouth’s sheltered bays.
All tours include snorkelling opportunities,
so you can see marine life from above and
below water. Choose between Ningaloo
Reef or Exmouth’s Gulf waters.

#australiascoralcoast

Dive Exmouth Navy Pier

Vlamingh Head Lighthouse

Just north of the Exmouth
township, the Exmouth Navy Pier is
one of the top ten dive sites in Australia and
is considered one of the best shore-based
dives in the world. Around 200 species of
marine creatures inhabit the water beneath
the pier. Night dives are equally amazing
and are offered to advanced divers when
tides are conducive. Dives can only be
undertaken with Dive Ningaloo, the sole
licensed operator. Being US Military soil,
your passport is required for entry.

Located a short drive from Exmouth, the
historic Vlamingh Head Lighthouse is over
100 years old. The Vlamingh Head summit
is accessible by 2WD vehicles, and offers a
great vantage point to witness the sun set
over the Indian Ocean – keep an eye out for
humpback whales on their annual migration
(June to November). Vlamingh Head also
houses the remains of a World War II radar
and anti-aircraft post, as well as informative
signage offering a range of information
on the history of North West Cape, the
Ningaloo World Heritage Area and local
industry and wildlife. It’s also a great day
diving location.

Spot an Emu
Emus are regularly seen along the Coral
Coast, particularly in the towns of Denham
and Exmouth, where you will see them
wandering the streets. Chicks will hatch
around August, always accompanied by
their protective fathers.
Note: Please do not feed or approach
emus, and be sure to give them the right of
way on streets and paths.

Gulf Side Swimming
Located on the Exmouth Gulf, Sunrise
Beach and Bundegi Beach offer an
alternative to Ningaloo Reef swimming.
These spots are ideal for morning walks
and beachcombing, with local food trucks
having you covered for a beach breakfast!

Dive the Northern Bays
There are a number of dive sites in the
Lighthouse Bay area, offering a wide
variety of diving opportunities, such as
the fascinating SS Mildura shipwreck
site. The Labyrinth has a turtle cleaning
station, Gullivers is a manta ray cleaning
station and Dibleys Drop-Off is an amazing
deep dive location reaching 27m. Other
popular dive sites in Lighthouse Bay
include Blizzard Reef and Helga’s Tunnels.
Divers to these sites enjoy views of coral
formations, schools of tropical and pelagic
fish, reef sharks and turtles. Dive tours to
Lighthouse Bay depart from Exmouth.
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Scenic View of Charles
Knife Canyon

Water Play at the
Spray Ground

21km south of Exmouth, the razor-backed
ridges and multi-coloured gorges of
Charles Knife Canyon create an impressive
spectacle. Whilst the Canyon is stunning
from the ground, it can be fully appreciated
from a scenic flight, on which you will see
the mesmerising heights and depths of the
gorges. The Range is 320m above sea level,
the same height as the Eiffel Tower!

Located in the town’s centre, the Water Spray
Ground is a fun place for children to play and
learn about the amazing animals that call the
Ningaloo coastline home. As well as being a
great shaded place to play and cool off, each
element of the Water Spray Ground tells a
story about the cultural or natural heritage
values of the Ningaloo region.

Spectacular Shothole Canyon
Witness the stunning Shothole Canyon,
and take in breathtaking views from several
scenic lookouts whilst on your drive (4WD
only). A marked walking trail will allow
you to get closer to the fossil laden layers
of the sheer canyon walls – but keep in
mind to stay on the existing walking trails.
Alternatively, explore the gorge system
and the area’s history with Ningaloo Safari
Tours. The best time of day to visit the
Canyon is early morning or late afternoon.

Something’s a brewing
The food and beverage scene in Exmouth
is growing, with the addition of two new
craft breweries, Whalebone and Froth Craft.
Both breweries have used reclaimed jarrah
from the iconic Exmouth Navy Pier. There
truly is no better way to relax in the warm
weather than with a cold beer, modern food
and entertainment. Beer not your brew?
There are several great cafés serving unique
blends of coffee and tea.

Learn to Surf
From June to October, the best swells for
surfing off the North West Cape occur.
For beginners, Learn to Surf lessons are
held at Wobiri Beach, only 15 minutes from
town. Surfers Beach (aka Dunes Beach)
is the most popular surf break in the area.
“The Bommie” is a bit of a paddle, but is
worth the effort for a left-handed ride.
Experienced surfers will love the reef break
that wraps around the North Muiron Island
– one of the longest waves in Australia.

CAPE RANGE NATIONAL PARK
Covering more than 50,000 hectares,
the beautiful Cape Range National Park
features deep canyons, and breathtaking
gorges, with limestone ridges providing a
dramatic contrast to the 50km of unspoilt
Ningaloo Reef coastline. Wildlife such as
emus, red kangaroos, dingoes, echidnas and
a variety of birds and reptiles are regularly
sighted. In winter, the Park comes to life
with wildflowers and boasts 630 species
of plants and wildflowers, with the Sturt
desert pea and green bird flower being
highlights.

Camp on the Cape
Camping sites are available for a small
fee, with some sites bookable online via
parkstay.dpaw.wa.gov.au. Most sites
are accessible by 2WD vehicles. There
are limited facilities, so be sure to pack
adequate water and supplies.

Boating along Yardie Creek
Venture through the rugged landscapes
of the Cape Range National Park to find
Yardie Creek, located at the southern end
of the park. This rust-red gorge is home to
an assortment of wildlife, including the rare
black-footed rock wallaby. Take a tour and
explore the gorge on walking trails, or sit
back to enjoy the view from the comfort of
a Yardie Creek boat tour.

Milyering Discovery Centre
The Milyering Discovery Centre is located
just inside the Cape Range National Park
and features informative displays and
videos about the wonders of the Ningaloo
Coast World Heritage Area. Check up on
tide conditions with the Milyering Discovery
Centre before snorkelling Turquoise Bay.

Family-Friendly Beaches
Located near the Milyering Discovery
Centre, Lakeside offers some of the best
snorkelling in the Ningaloo Marine Park
and is ideal for families. The Lakeside
Sanctuary Zone markers are situated
around 500m south of the parking area.
South of Lakeside, Sandy Bay’s wide stretch
of shallow, clear waters is great for children.
Sandy Bay is also a particular favourite with
kite surfers during summer.
Note: Fishing is not allowed at Lakeside,
meaning there are plenty of large reef fish.
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Drift Snorkel at Turquoise Bay
Turquoise Bay is the ideal beach for sitting
back, relaxing and soaking up the sunshine
in beautiful surroundings. The white, sandy
beach gives way to stunning coral reef
gardens just metres from the shore. Enter
the water at the southern end of the beach
and let the current take you over the reef
for a fantastic snorkelling experience.
This beach is not recommended for weak
swimmers, and fins are encouraged to
better assist in exiting the water. Please
ensure you have obtained tide information
before entering the drift snorkel. Visit
independently, or go on a tour.
Note: Currents can be strong at Turquoise Bay;
be sure to follow safe snorkelling guidelines
and to exit the water well before the northern
point of the beach or the sandbar.

Oyster Stacks Snorkelling

Get gorge-ous at
Mandu Mandu
Mandu Mandu is a fantastic 3km loop
walking trail, which follows the rim of
Mandu Mandu Gorge before descending
into the gorge itself. Mandu is the third main
layer of limestone and is the most easily
visible layer in the Cape Range National
Park. This trail is steep in sections, but offers
beautiful panoramic views of the stunning
rugged landscape.
Tip: Start your hike early in the day and
keep an eye out for the resident population
of rare black-footed rock wallabies.

Ningaloo Visitor Centre
2 Truscott Cres, Exmouth WA 6707
T: +61 8 9949 3070
E: reservations@exmouthwa.com.au
www.visitningaloo.com.au

This snorkel site offers great views of
marine life, but only at high tide. Be careful
entering the water as the oyster shells and
rocks can be sharp. It is best to enter the
water at the end of the track and then
snorkel north or south. Check with the
Milyering Discovery Centre for tide times.

Turtles & Birds of
Mangrove Bay
Mangrove Bay is a must-do for bird
enthusiasts. A variety of birds roost in the
mud-flat lagoon at high tide and many
feed on small fish and other marine life.
View from a bird hide lodged among the
mangroves – the most popular viewing
times are dawn and dusk, with plenty of
activity also from mid-morning to lunch.
It’s also a great snorkel spot, especially for
spotting sea turtles!

#australiascoralcoast
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MACKEREL ISLANDS AND
KARIJINI NATIONAL PARK
Distance from Exmouth to Mackerel Islands: 400km
Distance from Exmouth to Karijini: 600km

For those looking to extend their Ningaloo trip, the
nearby Mackerel Islands and Karijini National Park
would be fantastic additions to the itinerary, with
both locations accessible via Exmouth. The Mackerel
Islands offer a different underwater experience to
the Ningaloo Reef, whilst Karijini offers spectacular
gorge landscapes.
The best time to visit both locations is March to
October, however the quieter months provide
some amazing nature experiences, especially turtle
hatchings at the Mackerel Islands.

Best Western Hospitality Inn Carnarvon
Ideally located on the Gascoyne River bank

Just 800m from the city centre. Hospitality Inn welcomes you to air conditioned, affordable comfort in one of their 45 well appointed
rooms complete with fridge, tea & coffee, Foxtel & free guest laundry, plus complimentary wireless broadband internet.
Enjoy the on-site facilities including pool, playground, BBQ area and superb licensed restaurant all set in attractive grounds.
6 West Street, Carnarvon WA 6701 | Phone: (08) 9941 1600 | Email: carnarvon@hospitalityinns.com.au | www.hospitalityinncarnarvon.com.au
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MAKE CARNARVON
VISITOR CENTRE
YOUR FIRST STOP!
Take advantage of our local knowledge and find out
more about Carnarvon, Coral Bay and surrounds.

Carnarvon Space and
Technology Museum

Australia’s missing link in the space race
Learn about Carnarvon’s role with NASA
and OTC. Very informative and interactive.
Great for all ages. Opening hours:
April to September 9am – 4pm
October to March 10am – 2pm
Mahony Ave
Tel: (08) 9941 9901
www.carnarvonmuseum.org.au

The Carnarvon Luxury
Canal Home

This luxury holiday canal home boasts
a private jetty, great for fishing from or
catching crabs. Four bedrooms (sleeps
max of 8) each with ensuite, wellequipped kitchen overlooking water, large
outdoor alfresco BBQ area. Located just a
few minutes walk from the town centre.
Tel: Michelle 0407 078 875
E: mkpinner@bigpond.com

Coral Coast Tourist Park
The only park right in town

The fishing, the beaches, the relaxation, the most convenient location for holiday
accommodation when visiting Carnarvon and surrounds has to be the Coral Coast Tourist
Park. Located right in the heart of Carnarvon, just walking distance from the town centre
and magnificent waterways. Choose from our range of accommodation including self
contained park homes, cabins or an ensuite or grassed site with annex pad.
Free Wifi and pet friendly.
108 Robinson St Carnarvon WA 6701
Ph: +61 8 9941 1438 Email: info@coralcoastpark.com
www.coralcoasttouristpark.com.au

Wooramel River Retreat

Join our happy campers along the riverbank & experience the wonders of Wooramel
Carnarvon Visitor Centre • 21 Robinson St, Carnarvon
(Caravan parking on Camel Lane, behind the Visitor Centre)

Ph. (08) 9941 1146 E: info@carnarvon.org.au
Follow us on
@carnarvonVisitorCentre

www.carnarvon.org.au
#australiascoralcoast

A unique station campground nestled under the majestic gum trees on the bank of the
Wooramel River. Relax in the naturally heated therapeutic artesian bore baths from the
Birdrong aquifer; enjoy the space; abundant bird and wildlife; private camp fires; amazing
night skies, bushwalks, self drive 4WD station tour and the friendly outback atmosphere.
120 kms south of Carnarvon, 2 kms off the North West Coastal Highway
on Western Australia’s Coral Coast.
Ph: +61 499 425 888 • Email: wooramelriverretreat@gmail.com
www.wooramel.com.au
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CARNARVON & CORAL BAY

DISCOUNTS FO
R
WEEKLY BOOK
INGS

CARNARVON
CARAVAN PARK

• Fully self-contained motelstyle accommodation
• Shady sites
• Private ensuites

• Swimming pool
• Internet café
• Pets welcome

GATEWAY MOTEL

• Close to IGA
Supermarket and
Liquor store

•
•
•
•

Relax by the pool in a Balinese setting
Ideal for holiday and business stays
Ensuite aircon motel rooms
2 bedroom self-contained apartments

477 Robinson Street, Carnarvon
bookings@carnarvonpark.com.au

379 Robinson Street, Carnarvon
bookings@thegatewaymotel.com

Tel 08 9941 8101

Tel 08 9941 6900

WE HAVE THE ACCOMMODATION FOR YOU

• Wireless internet, children’s playground
• Licensed restaurant open daily

www.thegatewaymotel.com • www.carnarvonpark.com.au

mahimahi1@bigpond.com

www.mahimahicoralbay.com.au

Quad - Trek Adventures
Join Quad-Treks the original 4 wheel motor
bike tour company in WA on this unique
and exciting self drive adventure. Ride
along white sandy beaches, winding bush
tracks, visit secluded bays, sand dunes
and amazing cliff lines. Enjoy picture
perfect snorkelling, unique sunsets and
the spectacular yet isolated Ningaloo
Reef Coastline! Suitable for all ages, no
experience required.

Coral Breeze Snorkel Cruises
Join us aboard our purpose-built sailing
catamaran for a half day or full day Snorkel
Cruise or a relaxing Sunset Sail.
Enjoy the peace and tranquillity as you sail
the turquoise blue waters of the Ningaloo
Reef. Snorkel the coral gardens of the
outer reef and see an array of marine life,
including our resident turtles.

For all your Hair
and Beauty needs!

Enjoy air-conditioned comfort and
make it a holiday to remember!
Massage • Facial Treatments
• Manicure & Pedicure • Gift Vouchers
• Waxing • Body Treatments
Hair Treatments, Cuts & Colours
• Wedding Packages • Hair & Beauty Products
& Much More!
FOR APPOINTMENTS
CALL 0491 485 008
We are located at Shop 9
Coral Bay Shopping Arcade

CORAL BAY’S TOUR AND
INFORMATION SPECIALISTS
Coastal Adventure Tours Visitor Centre
is located in the heart of the Coral Bay
Shopping Arcade and offers an array of
information. Visit our friendly staff and
organise all your holiday arrangements.

Shop 12 Coral Bay Shopping Arcade Ph: 08 9948 5190 Fax: 08 9948 5191 Email: coralbreeze@bigpond.com www.coralbaytours.com.au
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Quobba Station

80kms of WA’s most spectacular coastline
fishing | surfing | beaches | whales | marine & wildlife | wildflowers
A family operated sheep station, offering land based game fishing, surfing, whale watching
and snorkelling. Accommodation/camping to suit all requirements is available. Travel another
60 kms north to experience the jewel of Quobba, Red Bluff, the southern tip of the World
Heritage Ningaloo Reef.
Blow Holes Rd Carnarvon WA 6701
Ph: +61 8 9948 5098 • Email: quobbastation@activ8.net.au
Red Bluff – Ph: +61 8 9948 5001 • Email: bluffbliss@hotmail.com
www.quobba.com.au

Stay, swim, snorkel, dive, dine, relax

Sail Ningaloo

The all in one holiday. Accommodation. Sumptuous meals. Activities.
Our live-aboard sailing tours allow you to experience Ningaloo Reef in your own time
and away from the crowds, so treat yourself to some exclusive, affordable luxury. Sail
Ningaloo offers sailing, snorkelling, kayaking, scuba diving, whale watching and fishing.
Accommodating a maximum of 10 guests in comfortable and spacious cabins ensures
your experience will be personalised and unique. Experience the extraordinary
Ningaloo Reef like never before. 3, 5 & 9 night tours depart regularly from
Coral Bay, February - December.

We’ve got everything covered for your
unforgettable Ningaloo Reef experience
BAYVIEW SELF-CONTAINED & BUDGET ACCOMMODATION
POWERED & UNPOWERED SITES | BACKPACKERS | BILL’S BAR
CHARTER & GLASS BOTTOM BOATS | ARCADE

Freecall: 1800 197 194
info@sailningaloo.com.au • www.sailningaloo.com.au

Bayview Reception
P (+61 8) 9942 5932
E bayview@ningaloocoralbay.com

Boats
P 0498 962 867
E boats@ningaloocoralbay.com

Backpackers Reception
P (+61 8) 9948 5100
E backpackers@ningaloocoralbay.com

Bill’s Bar
Bookings & Functions
P (+61 8) 9948 5156
E bills@ningaloocoralbay.com

Ningaloo Marine Interactions

Coral Bay’s marine wildlife interaction specialists!
Join us aboard Utopia for a fun filled and informative day exploring the wonders of the
Ningaloo Reef and meet some of the locals! Manta Rays, dolphins, turtles, dugong,
sharks, Humpback Whales (seasonal), millions of fish and pristine coral reef...
The #1 Manta Ray interaction tour on the Ningaloo Reef, we pride ourselves on delivering
an educational and memorable tour. We aim to inspire your inner eco-warrior and create
memories of a day on the Ningaloo to be remembered always.

#australiascoralcoast
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Ningaloo Reef Dive
CORAL B AY

Daily boat tours on the magnificent Ningaloo Reef for snorkelling, scuba diving and
marine animal interaction tours. All tours are guided by our highly experienced
Dive Masters and Instructors to ensure you enjoy the best the Ningaloo Reef can offer.
• Whale Shark Adventure Tours
• Dive & Snorkel Ningaloo Reef
• Manta Ray Interaction Tours
• PADI Dive Courses
• Humpback Whale Interaction Tours

E: info@ningalooreefdive.com

www.ningalooreefdive.com
Phone (08) 9942 5824

Three Islands Whale Shark Dive
Join our Award Winning Team...

Explore the aquatic wonderland of Ningaloo Reef from March to August on a day of adventure and discovery with Three Islands Whale
Shark Dive. Swim alongside whale sharks, snorkel the reef and spot seasonal marine life such a turtles, dugongs, manta rays, whales
and much more during this fun, safe and informative eco-tour. From the months of August to November, join a Humpback Whale
Interaction Tour and have the chance to swim with these truly majestic mammals. The friendly, professional staff at Three Islands offer
an exceptional level of service while delivering an experience that you will treasure forever. Tours are all inclusive; all snorkel equipment,
professional photographer, meals and refreshments, exclusive spotter plane and safety tender.
Shop One, 1 Kennedy St, Exmouth WA, 6707
Tel: 1800 138 501 • (08) 9949 1994
info@whalesharkdive.com • www.whalesharkdive.com

Commercial Lic No: Tonja Powell HQ68748WSC, Stephen Powell HQ69287WSC

1300 CORAL BAY (1300 267 25 229)

Bullara Station Stay

Situated within easy driving to the stunning
Ningaloo Reef (65kms north of Coral Bay &
86kms south of Exmouth), Bullara Station
offers a range of accommodation from
powered bush campsites, ensuite rooms
and self contained cottages. Barista quality
coffee & homemade scones daily 8:30- 12
noon. Caravaners/big rigs/pets all welcome.
Ph: +61 8 9942 5938
Email: stay@bullara-station.com.au
www.bullara-station.com.au

With modern fast boats, complimentary
Nitrox, for safer diving - we cater for all
your diving and snorkelling needs.
We visit more sites more often - Muiron
Islands, Ningaloo Reef, and the Navy Pier.
EDC - Ningaloo’s PADI 5 star centre.

Conditions apply.

A day with us on Ningaloo Reef is a
day to remember. The World’s
Leading Whaleshark Team include
Marine Biologists and highly
experienced crew. Our professional
videographer will provide you with
your free whaleshark swim video
and our unique good swim guarantee
makes this the best deal in town.
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Mark Ferguson Lic: HQ69447WS
Debra Ferguson Lic: HQ6986WS

2 Payne St, Exmouth
Ph: +61 8 9949 1201
E: bookings@exmouthdiving.com.au

www.exmouthdiving.com.au
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Ningaloo Reef Resort
Enjoy the best view in Coral Bay

With one of the world’s most beautiful marine parks just splashing distance from the
Resort, there’s no better place to stay and enjoy Coral Bay.
Choose from our comfortable one or two bedroom self-contained studio or upgrade to
our penthouse. Spend the day relaxing by the pool or see our friendly staff to book a
local tour. Enjoy café style meals at the Shades Café
or catch up with friends at the bar.
1 Robinson St, Coral Bay • Ph: +61 8 9942 5934 • Freecall: 1800 871 570
www.parksandresorts.rac.com.au/ningaloo/

Swim with the
biggest fish in the sea

WHALE SHARK & HUMPBACK WHALE
ECO TOURS

Dive Ningaloo

Experience the Big Three!
Dive Ningaloo has the exclusive licence to dive the Exmouth Navy Pier - top ten dive
in the world! Dive the Magical Muiron Islands and the Ningaloo Reef in comfort on the
Ningaloo’s largest dive boat, with the smallest groups! Learn to Scuba Dive PADI courses.
We also have Snorkel Eco Adventure tours!
We offer excellent package deals, get 10% off all tours!
6 Nimitz St, Exmouth
Tel: 0456 702 437
Email: info@diveningaloo.com.au
www.diveningaloo.com.au

Exmouth Adventure Co
Small Groups - Big Adventure

Join our local guides to experience the beauty of Ningaloo Reef. We specialise in small
group eco tours based out of Exmouth, WA. Choose from a half or full day sea kayak &
snorkel adventure; immerse yourself on a 3 or 5 day sea kayak, snorkel and camping
tour; or gain confidence and experience the magic of Turquoise Bay on a snorkelling tour.
Learn to surf lessons, stand up paddleboarding (SUP), and hire also available.
7 Craft St, Exmouth • Tel: 0477 685 123
Email: info@exmouthadventureco.com.au
www.exmouthadventureco.com.au

#australiascoralcoast

BOOK ONLINE

www.kingsningalooreeftours.com.au
Tel: +61 8 9949 1764 or 0457 932 217
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Potshot Hotel Resort

Sal Salis Ningaloo Reef

There’s Camping, then there’s Glamping and there’s Sal Salis
Voted as 4th best place in the world to stay by Lonely Planet in 2017, Sal Salis offers
accommodation over-looking Ningaloo Reef. However, Sal Salis offers more than just
a room; a digital detox, an opportunity to reconnect with nature, guided activities
focussing on extraordinary landscapes and wildlife, chef prepared meals, an open bar
and the lightest footprint all make Sal Salis one of the world’s best eco-luxe experiences.
Tel: (08) 9949 1776
E: info@salsalis.com.au
www.salsalis.com.au

S A L S alis
Nature Tourism

NINGALOO REEF

RAC Exmouth Cape Holiday Park
At the gateway to the Ningaloo Reef

Just 1km from Exmouth town and a 10 minute walk from the beach, our holiday park is
the perfect place from which to explore the wonders of the Exmouth region.
Choose from self-contained cabins, motel style rooms, dorms, ensuite sites and
powered and unpowered sites. Enjoy our lagoon style pool,
free Wi-Fi, camp kitchen and BBQ facilities. Rent a bike or
snorkelling equipment and get advice from our friendly staff
on the best places to fish and snorkel.
3 Truscott Crescent, Exmouth • Ph: +61 8 9949 1101 • Freecall: 1800 871 570
www.parksandresorts.rac.com.au/exmouth

Exmouth Cape
Holiday Park

With tastefully appointed motel rooms, two bedroom family units
and three bedroom luxury apartments. We also cater for the budget
traveller, with a range of motel and backpacker accommodation.
Our complex is located within easy walking distance of the town
centre and is the perfect place from which to plan your visit to the
world famous Cape Range and Ningaloo Marine Parks. Chat with
the locals at Vances Bar, or simply relax with a drink in the tropical
surrounds of the Pool Bar.

Largest range of accommodation in Exmouth
Features of the Potshot Hotel Resort:
• 45 tastefully appointed hotel rooms, with ensuite, air cond,
TV, tea and coffee making facilities, bar fridge, telephone
• 20 Budget Motel rooms
• 24 x 2 bedroom standard apartments, 2 & 3 bedroom luxury
apartments all with cooking facilities
• Range of budget and backpacker accommodation
• Three swimming pools and
barbeque facilities
• Tour & fishing charters arranged
• Car and boat parking
• Guest laundry, Dive Shop

Ningaloo Lodge Exmouth

Yardie Creek Boat Tours

Located in the centre of Exmouth, we have
36 rooms with private ensuites, TV, air con,
fan & fridge. We also have a swimming pool,
games room, large self catering dining
room to do your own cooking, outdoor
BBQ area and guest laundry. Free WIFI.

Enjoy a relaxing, eco-friendly and
informative one hour boat cruise of the
beautiful Yardie Creek. We also offer
a seasonal bus transfer service to the
stunning Turquoise Bay Beach.

Great place to relax & best rates in town

Ph: (08) 9949 4949
ningaloo.lodge@bigpond.com
www.ningaloolodge.com.au
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and Turquoise Bay Beach Service

Cape Range National Park, Exmouth
M: +61 499 202 920 P: +61 8 9949 2920
E: ycbt@yardiecreekboattours.com.au
www.yardiecreekboattours.com.au

Potshot Hotel Resort
Murat Road
PO Box 82
Exmouth WA 6707
Ph (08) 9949 1200
Fax (08) 9949 1486
Email potshotresort@bigpond.com
Web: www.potshotresort.com
australiascoralcoast.com
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ONLY RESORT ON THE BEACH IN EXMOUTH
★★★★✩

On Sunrise Beach in the Marina Village, 4.5 star Mantarays Ningaloo Beach Resort
provides a convenient and casual, yet stylish base for visitors to explore the World
Heritage-listed Ningaloo Reef and Cape Range National Park.
Built just metres from the waterline guests can enjoy the swimming pools,
a gymnasium, private balconies and our Gold Plate award-winning restaurant.
The ideal venue for weddings, conferences, workshops and employee incentives,
Mantarays Ningaloo is the perfect place to getaway, anytime of the year.
Call 08 9949 0000 or email
reservations@mantaraysningalooresort.com.au
www.mantaraysningalooresort.com.au

Exmouth Escape Resort
Your home away from home

The resort provides modern, luxurious, four star accommodation walking distance from the town centre of Exmouth and provides an
ideal place to explore the unique Ningaloo Reef and Cape Range National Park. The resort comprises of 1, 2 and 3 bedroom self-contained
apartments and villas suitable for your ideal getaway.
• WiFi and Foxtel provided within all units • Private in-room laundry facilities
• Outdoor swimming and wading pool • Onsite Whalers Restaurant
• Onsite private parking and onsite boat and car wash stations
• Discounted accommodation, car hire and tour packages available
2 Corner Welsh Street & Murat Road, Exmouth WA 6707 • Ph: + 61 8 9949 4800 • Fax: + 61 8 9949 4899
Email: stay@exmouthescaperesort.com.au • www.exmouthescaperesort.com.au

#australiascoralcoast

Ningaloo Bed &
Breakfast

• 3 spacious ensuite rooms with queen bed
• Guest lounge
• Generous Continental breakfast included
• Free wireless internet
• Fridge & BBQ facilities
• Plenty of parking for your car and boat
on semi rural block
Ph: +61 8 9949 2293
www.ningaloobedandbreakfast.com.au
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NINGALOO REGION

ACCOMMODATION

Mackerel Islands
Escape. Dive. Fish.

Discover the magic of the Mackerel Islands, for a holiday full of adventure and relaxation,
located a 2-hour flight or 1400km drive from Perth. Stay in a choice of beachfront cabins,
or for the ultimate wilderness escape, rent your own island with a sole beach shack. Spot
sea turtles, whales and dolphins, snorkel among colourful fish, jump on a kayak or SUP
board, hire a boat and cruise around the bay, stargaze in awe while soaking up the
quietness, or join our skipper on one of our sensational fishing charters. This is the
amazing, off the beaten track experience you’ve been looking for.
Thevenard Island & Direction Island, WA 6711
Tel: +61 8 9184 6444 • www.mackerelislands.com.au

Ŕ%FMVYFEPSNTUZMF&DP5FOUTDBCJOT
Ŕ0VUCBDLTUZMFBMGSFTDPSFTUBVSBOUCBS
Ŕ$BNQHSPVOETXJUI##2TIPXFST8$
Ŕ(VJEFEHPSHFUPVST
Ŕ&BTZ"DDFTTPOMZLNPGVOTFBMFESPBE
WJB#BOKJNB%SJWF

Onslow Beach Resort

Your Australian Coastal Outback Experience Starts Here
Getaway on an outback adventure to the Onslow Beach Resort, the gateway to the
Mackerel Islands. This absolute beachfront resort offers relaxed, civilised sophistication –
a refreshing welcome when travelling through the remote, rugged beauty of the Pilbara
region. Stay in stylish, modern self-contained apartments with ocean or pool views.
Enjoy a bite to eat at the stunning Beach Club restaurant and bar overlooking the bay.
Resort facilities include free Wi-Fi, Foxtel, outdoor swimming pool, barbeques, tour
desk, car hire and ample parking.
Cnr Second Ave & Third St, Onslow WA 6710
Tel: +61 8 9184 6586 • www.onslowbeachresort.com.au

Tag us on instagram

#australiascoralcoast

ecoretreat
karijini

Karijini National Park, Western Australia
E: reservations@karijiniecoretreat.com.au
T: (08) 9425 5591
www.karijiniecoretreat.com.au
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magnificent

ITINERARY

ideas

Please note that these itineraries
are suggestions only; you may
choose to stay longer/shorter or
in different towns.

Australia
Avis Australia is offering seasonal one
way hire car rentals between Perth and
Exmouth from 1 April to 31 October in
2019 and 2020.
The World Heritage Way and the
Coral Coast Highway itineraries can be
followed for a Perth to Exmouth journey
or an Exmouth to Perth journey. Prebook your other leg with Qantas flying in
or out of Learmonth (Ningaloo) Airport.
We recommend booking any marineinteraction tours in advance to avoid
missing out.

#australiascoralcoast
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cruisy

FLY-DRIVE

itineraries

t he W O R L D

HERITAGE WAY
DURATION: 10 days
WHEN: 1 April to 31 October 2019 and 2020

Day One

Day Two

Collect your Avis hire
car and drive north
of Perth on the Indian
Ocean Drive. First stop
is Nambung National
Park, home of the
ancient Pinnacles
Desert. Enjoy lunch
at the Lobster Shack
in nearby Cervantes
or consider stopping
at Jurien Bay for an
epic skydive experience.

Wake up and enjoy a
day in Geraldton, café
hopping to Piper Lane
or the Jaffle Shack.
Learn about the nearby
Abrolhos Islands at the
Museum of Geraldton or
shop for Abrolhos pearls
at Latitude Gallery.

Perth to Geraldton
(425km/5hrs)

Continue travelling north
to Dongara-Port Denison,
and make a stop at Illegal
Tender Rum Co for a rum
tasting experience. Back
on the highway, stop
at the leaning trees of
Greenough.
Enjoy sunset at the
HMAS Sydney II
memorial before dinner
at Skeetas Restaurant or
the Gerald Apartment
Hotel.
Stay: Dongara-Port
Denison or Geraldton

Explore Geraldton and
Kalbarri (155km/90mins)

Need an adrenaline hit
instead? Choose Ultimate
Watersports, where you
can skim Geraldton’s city
beach by jet ski or fly
board (operating October
- April). Alternatively, pay
a visit to the Abrolhos
Islands for the day on
a scenic flight from
Geraldton (or Kalbarri).
Stop at Northampton’s
Oakabella Homestead
for Devonshire tea while
en route to Hutt Lagoon/
Pink Lake before arriving
in Kalbarri.
Stay: Kalbarri

Day Three

Explore Kalbarri
Wake up early for the
pelican feeding on the
foreshore (daily from
8:45am). Whist there,
children will love the
Nature Playground.
Snorkelling at Blue Holes
is ideal for kids too. Big
and small kids will love
quad biking tours at
Wagoe Beach, about
20km south of Kalbarri.
Kids will also love
Rainbow Jungle, where,
during summer, you can
watch an outdoor movie
at night. Visit during
the day to see birds up
close or get lost in the
outdoor maze.
Hike the Bigurda Trail
along the Kalbarri
Cliffs coastline, past
Shellhouse Grandstand
to Island Rock and
Natural Bridge. End
the afternoon watching
surfers at Jacques Point
and enjoy dinner and a
craft brew at Finlay’s.

Day Four

Day Five

Kalbarri to Shark Bay
(385km/4.5hrs)

Explore Shark Bay

Follow signs to Eagle
Bluff for expansive views
over the Indian Ocean.
Between Eagle Bluff and
Denham, stop at Ocean
Park Aquarium, a marine
life rehabilitation centre.
Before arriving in town,
walk to Denham Lookout
(also the location of the
infamous Thong Shack!).

Wake up early to
meet the Monkey Mia
bottlenose dolphins,
who visit the shores daily
from 7.45am. Afterwards,
get up close to more
of Shark Bay’s natural
attractions; join a 4WD
day tour to Francois
Peron National Park for a
rugged adventure, enjoy
a picnic at Little Lagoon,
indulge in a hot tub soak
at Peron Homestead,
or find a private beach
in Denham or Monkey
Mia for kayaking or
swimming. Enjoy a
sunset wildlife cruise on
the Bay before dinner.

Stay: Denham or
Monkey Mia

Stay: Denham or
Monkey Mia

Wake up early, pack
drinks and a snack and
head out to the highway.
Turning left onto World
Heritage Drive, stop
at Shell Beach before
picnicking at the Hamelin
Pool Stromatolites.

Stay: Kalbarri
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Day 9

Day 7 & 8

Day 6

Day 4 & 5

Wooramel
Roadhouse

Day 2 & 3

Houtman
Abrolhos
Islands

Day 1 From Perth

Day 10
From Exmouth

Day Six

Day Seven

Get up early to explore
some incredible beaches
around Carnarvon.
Approximately 40km
south of Carnarvon,
stop at Bush Bay and
New Beach for a swim
and picnic.

Enjoy breakfast on
Carnarvon’s Fascine,
then drive out of town
to purchase fruit and
vegetables direct from
growers along the Fruit
Loops Drive. North of
Carnarvon, between Coral
Bay and Exmouth, you’ll
find Bullara Station, a
top spot for homemade
scones and barista coffee.

Shark Bay to Carnarvon
(335 kms/4hrs)

From Carnarvon town,
head out to snorkel
‘the Aquarium’ at Point
Quobba, located 75km
north of Carnarvon
and 1km south of the
Blowholes (also a
must visit). If you don’t
have snorkel gear, buy
it in Carnarvon town
or at Red Bluff (on
Quobba). Don’t feel like
driving? Helicopter over
breathtaking beaches
and snorkel your own
private beach.

Carnarvon to Coral Bay –
(238 kms/2.5hrs)

Day Eight

Explore Coral Bay
When visiting Ningaloo
Reef, you must swim
with one of the big
three; whale sharks,
manta rays or humpack
whales (also turtles,
tropical fish and more!)

Arriving in Coral Bay,
take an afternoon quad
bike and snorkel tour,
exploring secret and hard
to reach Ningaloo Reef
locations.

All mega-fauna tours
are a full day because
our tour operators have
world-class, life changing
experiences to show
you! Tours are offered
from Coral Bay and
Exmouth. An extra day
in Coral Bay or Exmouth
is recommended for this.
Enjoy fresh seafood at
Bill’s Bar.

Stay: Coral Bay

Stay: Coral Bay

Day Nine

Coral Bay to Cape
Range National Park
(205km/2hrs)
Check out and drive
north from Coral Bay,
stopping in Exmouth
town for drinks and food.
Set off to Cape Range
National Park for a
snorkel at Mangrove Bay.
You will love the colourful
sunsets of Ningaloo,
best experienced
at Vlamingh Head
Lighthouse on your
way back into Exmouth.
Enjoy a seafood dinner
at Exmouth Escape
Resort or Mantarays
Beach Resort. Need
something more casual?
Try Froth Craft or
Whalebone Brewery.

Day Ten

Exmouth to Perth
Get up before the sun
- Exmouth is one of the
few places where you
can see the sun rise (we
suggest Sunrise Beach)
and sun set (our pick is
Lighthouse Bay).
Check out of your
accommodation and
make the most of your
morning by stopping at
the Ningaloo Aquarium
and Discovery Centre to
learn about the area or
join a glass-bottom boat
tour of the Reef.
Return your Avis hire car
to the airport for your
afternoon flight with
Qantas to Perth.

Stay: Exmouth

Stay: Carnarvon

#australiascoralcoast
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t he C O R A L
COAST highway
DURATION: 14 days
WHEN: 1 April to 31 October 2019 and 2020

Day One

Perth to Learmonth Airport
to Exmouth
Take a morning flight from Perth
to Learmonth Airport (gateway
to Northern Ningaloo) with
Qantas. Collect your Avis hire
car and drive north to Exmouth.
Once you have entered
Exmouth town, stop at the
Ningaloo Aquarium and
Discovery Centre to learn
about the area. You can also
hire snorkel gear or book tours.
Explore the town’s breweries
and eateries, hire a jet ski at the
Town Beach or hike at Shothole
Canyon. Make sure you’ve
booked your mega-fauna tour.
Stay: Exmouth

Day Two

Explore Exmouth
Get up before the sun at Sunrise
Beach - Exmouth is one of the
few places where you can see
the sun rise and set in one day.
Spend the day in Cape Range
National Park on an organised
tour or self-drive. Drift snorkel
at Turquoise Bay, spot turtles
at Mangrove Bay, learn about
the coastline and landscapes
at Milyering Discovery Centre,
have a picnic lunch at Osprey
Bay or go boating (or hiking)
along Yardie Creek. Watch
the sunset at Vlamingh Head
Lighthouse.
Stay: Exmouth

Day Three

Day Four

Day Six

On your way to Coral Bay,
consider visiting Bullara Station
for homemade scones and barista
coffee in an outback setting.

In the morning, see Carnarvon
from the air on a helicopter
joy-ride or (allowing more time)
heli-snorkel the Stromatolites
of Hamelin Bay. Before leaving
town, pick up lunch supplies and
a treat for yourself – a Carnarvon
chocolate-coated frozen banana!

Exmouth to Coral Bay
(150km/90mins)

Leaving Exmouth early, you can
enjoy what the ocean has to
offer - swimming with manta
rays (year-round), learning to
dive, sailing away on a Ningaloo
Reef charter, or joining a glass
bottom boat tour to see the
reef without getting wet.
Stay: Coral Bay

Day Five

Coral Bay to Carnarvon
(245km/2.5hrs)

An extra day (and night!) is
recommended in Exmouth or
Coral Bay to enjoy a megafauna experience. Try a whale
shark snorkel (March to July),
humpback whale interaction
(July to October), turtle tour
(September to March) or manta
ray swim (year-round).

After a lazy breakfast, snorkel
in the calm waters of Bill’s Bay
or Paradise Beach. Leave Coral
Bay for Carnarvon and inspect
the OTC Dish and the Space and
Technology Museum. Join an
afternoon Foodie Tour, leaving
from the Visitor Centre, or
self-drive the Fruit Loops Trail.
Enjoy a BBQ or picnic dinner by
Carnarvon’s Fascine waterway.

Stay: Exmouth or Coral Bay

Stay: Carnarvon

Explore Exmouth or Coral Bay

Carnarvon to Shark Bay
(335 kms/4hrs)

On arriving in Shark Bay, stop at
Eagle Bluff for views over the
Indian Ocean. Consider stopping
at the Shark Bay Discovery
Centre, complete with interactive
exhibits detailing the area’s history
(European and Indigenous) and
heritage. Kids will love the Pirate
Playground opposite the Centre.
Stay: Denham or Monkey Mia

Day Seven

Explore Shark Bay
Meet the Monkey Mia bottlenose
dolphins who visit the shores daily
from 7.45am. Join one of Shark
Bay’s many ocean cruises or 4WD
tours to Francois Peron National
Park, explore Dirk Hartog Island
for the day, or take an Aboriginal
guided tour.
Stay: Denham or Monkey Mia
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Day 1, 2 & 3
From Perth

Day 4

Day 5

Day 6 & 7

Wooramel
Roadhouse

Day 8 & 9

Houtman
Abrolhos
Islands

Day 10 & 11
Day 12

Day 13

Day 14

Day Eight

Day Ten

Day twelve

Day thirteen

Leave Shark Bay and head east
towards Kalbarri. Stop at Shell
Beach and see the Hamelin Pool
Stromatolites. Travelling on the
Highway, take the Ajana-Kalbarri
Road into Kalbarri, which will
be lined with wildflowers from
July to October. Kids will love
Rainbow Jungle, an open-air
bird aviary, man-made maze and
outdoor cinema.

Wake up early, pack the
car and drive south along
Kalbarri’s Coastal Cliffs.
Don’t leave without going on
a quad bike or beach buggy
tour, either at Wagoe Beach
or Port Gregory (just south
of Kalbarri). Whilst driving to
Geraldton, be sure to stop in
for a photo at the Pink Lake.

Between Geraldton and Dongara
-Port Denison, be sure to stop for
a photo of Greenough’s leaning
trees, visit Greenough Wildlife
Park and enjoy a picnic lunch at
Ellendale Pool.

Wake up early for breakfast
at Seaspray Café before
continuing south to Jurien Bay.

Stay: Kalbarri

Day eleven

Shark Bay to Kalbarri
(377km/4hrs)

Day Nine

Explore Kalbarri and surrounds
Get up early to spend a day
exploring Kalbarri and its National
Park. Be sure to pack lots of water
and food before entering the Park.
Take a photo at the iconic Nature’s
Window, traverse the Loop,
Z-Bend or Four Ways hiking
trails along the Murchison River
Gorges, and picnic at Ross Graham
Lookout, Hawks Head or along the
River Trail. Don’t fancy walking? See
the area from above on a scenic
flight. Later, enjoy fresh seafood
served up at Finlay’s.

Explore Geraldton & Kalbarri
(155km/90mins)

Stay: Geraldton
Explore Geraldton and surrounds
Depending on the time of
year, some of Geraldton’s most
extraordinary experiences are
found close by. Offered yearround, enjoy a Fly and Flipper
tour of the Abrolhos Islands.
If visiting between June and
September, spend the day in
Wildflower Country visiting WA’s
wildflower mecca - Coalseam
Conservation Park.
Stay: Geraldton or DongaraPort Denison

Greenough & DongaraPort Denison

Continue travelling south to
Dongara and stop at Illegal
Tender Rum Co for a rum
tasting. Visit the ANZAC soldier
sculptures art piece in Port
Denison; best viewed at sunset.
Pick up fresh seafood for a
BBQ dinner at the Port Denison
Marina or catch a movie under
the stars at the Dongara-Denison
Drive-In Cinema (seasonal).
Stay: Dongara-Port Denison

Dongara-Port Denison to Jurien
Bay (130km/90mins)

A few must-do experiences
in Jurien include meeting
endangered Australian sea
lions, a tandem skydive or a
full day fishing charter - catch
your own dinner! Need a beach
day instead? Try Sandy Cape,
for turquoise waters and sand
boarding. Nearby, Green Head
offers the stunning Three
Bays Walkway, connecting
three swimming beaches on a
picturesque coastal walk.
Stay: Jurien Bay or Cervantes

Day fourteen
Cervantes to Perth

Your last day on the Coral Coast!
Make sure to take in the best
of Cervantes with a visit to the
Lobster Shack, the Pinnacles
Desert in Nambung National
Park and the Lake Thetis
Thrombolites before making
your way back to Perth and
returning your hire car to Avis.

Stay: Kalbarri

#australiascoralcoast
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short and

&8

Day 7

SWEET

itineraries

Wooramel
Roadhouse

one night

DISCOVERY
DURATION: 2 days, 1 night
WHEN: Year-round
BASE YOURSELF: Cervantes or Jurien Bay

Houtman
Abrolhos
Islands

It doesn’t have to take a long time to discover Western Australia’s Coral Coast. If you’re
after an enjoyable weekend away, then a short and sweet trip up the coast is ideal!

Sandy
Cape

Overnight

Lake
Thetis
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Day One

Day two

Head north along the Indian Ocean Drive
towards Jurien Bay, an easy 2.5 hour drive north
of Perth. When travelling the Indian Ocean
Drive, keep an eye out for echidnas, which
can often be spotted during the day between
Dongara and Jurien Bay.

Wake up early and explore a little more. Take a
tour in Jurien Bay with Turquoise Safaris, where
you will encounter Australian sea lions in their
natural habitat, or else you can simply enjoy
snorkelling in the crystal-clear calm waters.
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If you’re looking for fuel, visit Cervantes Island
Café and service station for coffee and food.
Stop at the Jurien Bay Visitor Centre to
purchase a National Park Pass. Spend some
time bushwalking and spotting wildflowers
(July to September) at Lesueur National Park.
Seeking something more adventurous?
Skydive Jurien Bay offers 60 seconds of free
fall with amazing views over the bay plus a
beach landing!

Visit the Lobster Shack for a delicious seafood
lunch. Here you can take a tour to learn about
how the western rock lobster industry operates
in Western Australia.
Use your Park pass to explore Nambung
National Park; the home of the Pinnacles. Visit
the Pinnacles Desert Discovery Centre to learn
more about the area.
Return back to Perth

Stay: Jurien Bay or Cervantes
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Wooramel
Roadhouse

a long

WEEKEND
DURATION: 3 days, 2 nights
WHEN: Year-round
BASE YOURSELF: Cervantes, Jurien Bay, Green Head, Dongara-Port Denison

Day 1

It’s surprising how far you can go and how much you can see in just three days along
Australia’s Coral Coast.
STOCKYARD GULLY
NATIONAL PARK

Sandy
Cape

Day 2

Lake
Thetis

DI

IN
AN

Day One

Day two

Wake up early and head north along the Indian
Ocean Drive.
Stop at Green Head and explore the Three
Bays Walkway, where you can enjoy a
beach walk or swim in Dynamite, South and
Anchorage Bays.

Wake up early to enjoy a beach breakfast at
the Seaspray Café and go crabbing at the Port
Denison Marina. For those who love to walk, take
to the Thungarra Trails – six different trails that
traverse the ocean and river with scenic views.
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Once arriving in Port Denison, visit Illegal Rum
Tender Co - don’t miss the distillery tour.
Before sunset, find the iconic war memorial
featuring 15 ANZAC soldier silhouettes. The
sculptures are on Ocean Drive, next to Nunn’s
Pool in Port Denison.
Enjoy a sunset from the balcony of Southerlys
Harbour View Bar and Restaurant. If visiting
in summer, kick-back at the Drive-In Cinema.
Seeking a more DIY dinner? Visit the fish
market which sells fresh local seafood at the
Port Denison harbor.
Stay: Dongara-Port Denison

Go north-east and spend some time at
Ellendale Pool; a stunning water hole
carved out by the Greenough River and
Hill escarpment. Picnic, swim, kayak or stay
overnight for a small fee.
Enjoy the evening with fish and chips on the
beach at the marina.
Stay: Jurien Bay or Cervantes

Day three
Spend the morning swimming and snorkelling
in the turquoise waters of Jurien Bay. Driving
south from Jurien Bay, stop at Lake Thetis and
the Thrombolites. Similar to the Shark Bay
Stromatolites, there is a 1.5km walking loop
with boardwalk to view these ancient microorganisms.
Return back to Perth

#australiascoralcoast
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shark bay

FLY-AWAY
DURATION: 3 days, 2 nights
WHEN: March to October
BASE YOURSELF: Shark Bay – Monkey Mia or Denham

Day One

Flight: Depart Perth for Shark
Bay with Regional Express
Fly to Monkey Mia airport
from Perth, landing midafternoon. Make arrangements
before flying to hire a car
(stay in Denham) or arrange
an airport-transfer (stay in
Monkey Mia)

Day 1, 2 & 3

Upon arrival, we suggest you
ease into ‘Shark Bay Time’ by
enjoying an afternoon swim or
beverage near the beach.
Enjoy your dinner and then
take part in an Indigenous
Night Tour with Wula Gura
Nyinda Eco Adventures.
This is a great way to learn
about the Malgana people and
to discover the history of the
Gathaagudu; “two waters” or
Shark Bay.
Stay: Shark Bay

Houtman
Abrolhos
Islands
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Day 1

Day two
With a day in Shark Bay, there
are just too many choices
of things to see, do and
experience, but here are a few
of our favourite full-day tours:
• Dirk Hartog Island 4WD
eco-tour
• Francois Peron National
Park 4WD eco-tour or
kayaking tour
• Dive the Bay - either Steep
Point or Dirk Hartog Island
• Scenic Flight or Helicopter see it all from above
Enjoy your dinner and then
witness the stars from
the beach. With very little
light pollution, Shark Bay
is a great place to absorb
the immense vastness of
constellations on show.

Day three

Wake up early to feed the
Dolphins of Monkey Mia. As
they are wild animals, timing
differs daily but the first
feeding of the day is from
approximately 7.45am.
The return flight to Perth
is usually in the afternoon
- make the most of your day
by booking a morning wildlife
cruise, sailing around Shark
Bay spotting dugongs, turtles
and rays.
Flight: Depart Shark Bay for
Perth with Regional Express

Stay: Shark Bay

australiascoralcoast.com

secret life of

NINGA LOO
DURATION: 3 days, 2 nights
WHEN: March to October
BASE YOURSELF: Exmouth

Day 1, 2 & 3

Day One

Flight: Before booking flights,
arrange to hire a car. Depart
Perth for Learmonth airport
with Qantas. Collect your
hire car and drive north to
Exmouth town.
On the drive into town, consider
stopping at Charles Knife
Gorge and Shothole Canyon you won’t fully appreciate the
size of this mountain range until
you’re on top of it.
Depending on your arrival time,
visit the Ningaloo Aquarium
and Discovery Centre to learn
about the town’s history, Cape
Range National Park and the
Ningaloo Reef (see some of its
fish!).
Check into your hotel and then
head over to one of our top
breweries - choose from Froth
Craft or Whalebone Brewery.
Stay: Exmouth

#australiascoralcoast

Day two

Day three

With a full day in Exmouth,
there are just too many things
to see, do and experience - but
here are a few of our favourite
full-day tours:

Wake up early and have your
breakfast at one of the local
cafés or restaurants.

• Whale shark swim
(March to July)
• Humpback whale swim
(August to October)
• Turtle & Reef snorkel
(September to March)
• Dive the Marine Park
- either the Navy Pier or
Lighthouse Bay

Before your afternoon return
flight to Perth, make the
most of your day by joining a
morning/half day glass bottom
boat tour - cruise over the
Mildura Shipwreck and snorkel
the reef. Otherwise, try your
hand at jet skiing on a tour of
town beach and the Gulf.
Flight: Depart Exmouth/
Learmonth airport for Perth.

Fancy going a little slower?
Our top picks for half-day tours
include boating Yardie Creek,
drift snorkelling Turquoise
Bay, kayaking the Bundegi
Sanctuary Zone or sunset
cruising on the Gulf.
Enjoy your dinner and drinks
at one of Exmouth’s many
restaurants – ranging from
a casual burger to a freshly
caught seafood platter.
Stay: Exmouth
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wildflower

RO A D T R I P

itineraries

the Weekend

WILDFLOWERS
DURATION: Two days minimum
WHEN: June to October
BASE YOURSELF: Cervantes, Jurien Bay or Eneabba

Day 1

HIGHLIGHTS: The rare black kangaroo
paw in Badgingarra National Park,
wildflower tours by Western Flora and
orchids of Lesueur National Park

STOCKYARD GULLY
NATIONAL PARK

Sandy
Cape

Lake
Thetis

Day one

Day 2
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Perth - Eneabba (280km/3hrs)
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Depart Perth and head north along the Brand
Highway towards Badgingarra, where you can
wander along the 2km Badgingarra Nature
Trail. This trail will show off black kangaroo
paws, smoke bushes, dryandras, hakeas,
acacias, banksias, one-sided bottlebrushes,
melaleucas, prickly moses and feather flowers.
Heading north toward Eneabba, continue
22km to Western Flora Caravan Park, which
offers guided wildflower tours daily at 4.30pm.
There’s often plenty of colour appearing beside
the walking tracks around the Park including
orchids, hakeas, golden wattle, yellow myrtle,
smokebushes, sundews, dampieras, daviesias,
cats paws and native buttercups
Western Flora offers evening meals for guests
staying onsite from August to October.
Stay: Western Flora Caravan Park,
Jurien Bay or Cervantes
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Day two

Green Head - Perth (250km/3hrs)
South of Eneabba is Lesueur National Park.
Known for its incredible floral diversity
representing 10% of Western Australia’s total
flora, the Park features more than 900 species,
many of which are not found anywhere else in
the world. Try the following locations:
Drummonds, at the foot of Gairdner Range,
offers an 8km hike (return) to the mesa of
Mt Lesueur. Several different orchid types are
found here. The initial section is flat with the
ascent a switchback climb.
Cockleshell Gully Road provides great views
of the Park - it’s an 18km bitumen scenic drive
showing propeller banksias, native cranberries,
thryptomenes, starflowers, smoke bushes,
bossiaeas (egg and bacon flower), verticordias,
hakeas, grevilleas and leschenaultias.
Heading south along the Indian Ocean Drive
towards Perth, turn off to the Pinnacles and
Nambung National Park. You will find acacias,
hibbertias, various orchids, cats paws, blue
tinsel lilies, myrtle, banksias and casuarinas.
Stay: Cervantes or Jurien Bay or continue to Perth

australiascoralcoast.com

Fields of

EVERLASTINGS

2&3

DURATION: Three days minimum
WHEN: July to September
BASE YOURSELF: Near to Dongara-Port Denison, Geraldton and Kalbarri

HIGHLIGHTS: Wreath flowers around

Pindar and fields of colourful everlastings
in the Coalseam Conservation Park

Day 2

Day One

Perth - Wildflower Country (390km/4hrs)

Houtman
Abrolhos
Islands

Pindar

Day 3

Tardun
Canna

Day 1

Wake up early and leave Perth on the Midlands
Road. Stop in the towns of Coorow, Carnamah
and Three Springs for an abundance of
everlasting wildflower carpets. Visit local
information centres, where you can learn about
sightings and directions.
Travelling north between Mingenew and
Mullewa, a wildflower “must-do” is Coalseam
Conservation Park. The Park is WA’s top spot
for everlasting carpets in stunning white,
pink and yellow as far as the eye can see.
Nearby, Depot Hill Reserve, Yandanooka and
Mingenew Hill are several locations where you
can consistently find everlasting wildflowers in
season.

STOCKYARD GULLY
NATIONAL PARK

Sandy
Cape

Lake
Thetis
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If visiting on a weekend, call the Geraldton
Visitor Centre to book a place on the Chapman
River guided wildflower walk.
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Stay: Dongara-Port Denison or Geraldton
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#australiascoralcoast

Day Two

Dongara - Kalbarri (230km/2.5hrs)
Head north along the coast to the Chapman River
Regional Park; home to flowers, birds and reptiles.
Alternatively, head inland to Mullewa, where you
can explore the Everlasting Cultural Trails, and
look along the highway for bush flowers and
orange daviesia (the bacon and egg flower).
Continue north to Kalbarri, taking the AjanaKalbarri Road into town. On the way in, stop at
Kalbarri National Park, with its deep river gorges.
The Park has roughly 800 species of native flora,
many of which are endemic orchid species. Grab
a wildflower map from the Visitor Centre and
access the Kalbarri Coastal Cliffs, where walking
trails light up with colourful wildflowers.
Stay: Kalbarri or Port Gregory

Day Three

Kalbarri - Perth (570km/6hrs)
Taking the North West Highway, head east past
Mullewa to the town of Pindar where rare wreath
flowers are common along the roadside.
Alternatively, west of Mullewa is Tenindewa, where
yellow gentlemen’s buttons and everlastings grow
wild. Start heading south again and you’ll drive
through Canna and Tardun, where orchids and
everlasting fields bloom.
Stay: Geraldton or Perth
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Stay and explore
the best of Australia’s

Coral Coast

RAC Monkey Mia Dolphin Resort
» World Heritage UNESCO location, home to the
world’s best known dolphin encounters
» Newly developed resort

RAC Exmouth Cape Holiday Park
» Situated at the gateway to the Ningaloo Reef and
Cape Range National Park

Ningaloo Reef Resort
» Absolute beach front location in Coral Bay,
with the Ningaloo Reef being less than a 1 minute
walk away

RAC Cervantes Holiday Park
» Only a short drive from the world famous
Pinnacles in Nambung National Park

Call 1800 871 570 or visit
racparksandresorts.com.au
racparksandresorts.com.au
*Terms and conditions apply. Discount varies according to season. See website for full detail.

